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CHAPTER 1Getting Started
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Welcome to Forever Artisan 5.0
Your life is full of stories… tell yourswith Artisan. From beginners to the tech savvy, Artisan gives you everything you need
to creatively tell your story. Powerful tools in an easy-to-use interface allow you to explore the featuresand learn at your
own pace.

You’ll find all the tools and content you’d expect in a digital scrap booking application: papers, embellishments, textures,
frames, decorative cutters, brush strokes. You can even create your own papers and embellishments to use later. Even
better, you don’t need an internet connection because Artisan liveson your desktop. You’ll have all the editing tools of
expensive, hard-to-learn applications– image filters, text tools, a calendar creator, a full-featured image editor–without the
hefty price tag and time invested.

What Can I Create with Artisan?
Share your memories—from pictures to proud in a few steps! Use your own photosand images to create artful:

Figure 1-1 Photobooks
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Figure 1-2 Posters or Pages

Figure 1-3 Calendars

Figure 1-4 Phone Cases

Other novelty products (e.g., mugs, mousepads) can also be created from an image and a few clicks. In fact, it is almost
unfair to call Artisan a “tool,” as you will find it more like a “toy” that’s fun and addictive!
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Getting Started—The Nuts and Bolts

Windows System Requirements
Actual requirements and product functionalitymayvary based on your system configuration. Make sure your system con-
figurationmeets theseminimum requirements:

Internet Connection: To order your projects, download themes, upgrades, and updates

Operating System (64-bit versionsonly):Windows7 Service Pack1,Windows8 or 8.1, or Windows10

Processor: 1.5 GHz (2 GHzor higher recommended), 64-bit (x64) processor

Systemmemory (RAM): 2 GB (4GB recommended)

Monitor: 1024 x768 resolution or greater with 32-bit color

Disk space: 2 GB free space on system drive for software installation; asneeded on system drive or other drive for
storage of projects and content.

Other: Mouse or other pointing device; high-speed Internet connection is recommended
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Installing Artisan
Make sure your systemmeets theminimum system requirements. Then follow these steps:

1. Run the downloaded file.
The InstallShieldWizard displays.

2. ClickNext to begin installation.

3. Review the license agreement. Scroll to read the agreement or clickPrint to print a hard copy.

4. Click I accept the terms in order to continue with the installation.

5. ClickNext to continue.

6. Enter your name in theUser Name field. Optionally, youmayalso enter your organization/company.

7. ClickNext to continue.

8. The application automatically installs toC:\Program Files\***. If you want to install the software in a different dir-
ectory, clickChange and browse to a new location.

9. ClickNext to continue.

10. Review the displayed information. If any information is incorrect, clickBackandmake the necessary changes. If
the information is correct, click Install.

Note: The Artisan installationmay take a severalminutes. If installing from aCD, insert the second install disc
when prompted.

1. ClickFinish when the InstallShieldWizard displaysa completedmessage.

Note: You can now launch Artisan 5.0 from the icon on your desktop or from your Start Menu.
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Activating Artisan
If you have a 30-day trial version of Artisan, you will have to activate it with a product code once the trial period expires. This
will allow you to have all the functionality for printing and ordering products from the Forever Print Shop. The activation
code (same asa product key) will be sent within the confirmationmessage after you purchase it.

1. When you first launch Artisan, an Activate dialog boxappears.

2. ClickActivate.

Note: You can also clickActivation/Upgrade from the blueHelp button on the ribbon bar.

3. Enter your Product Key in the dialog box.

If you have not set up a Panstoria Account, click I need to create a Panstoria account and enter your e-mail, a pass-
word, and a security question and answer.

If you alreadyhave an account, selectUse my existing Panstoria account and enter your e-mail and password.

4. ClickRegister or Login.

5. ClickOK.
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Getting Help and Support
Help buttonsare available throughout Artisan 5.0. AHelp button is alwaysavailable on the ribbon bar, dialog boxes, and
on theHomePage.

If you encounter problemsnot addressed within Artisan Help, contact Forever Customer Support at:

http://www.forever.com/

support@forever.com

1-888-FOREVER
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Accessing the Internet from Artisan
There are instanceswhen you will want to access the Internet from Artisan; software updatesand item purchases. If
Artisan tries to invoke an online connection, youmaysee a warning from your firewall protection program (such asNorton,
McAfee,WindowsFirewall, or others). If available, choose AlwaysAllow from the options to allow Artisan to access the
Internet now and on future occasions.
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Get Connected to the Artisan Community
Several opportunities exist for you to connect with other Artisan users to share how-to’s and creative ideas. These include:

Youtube—videoshave been created byForever and individual users. Simply type “Panstoria Artisan” in
the Youtube Search box to see a list.

Pinterest—see user pinswith fun ideasand advice for creations that you haven’t thought of yet. Simply type “Pan-
storia Artisan” in the Pinterest Search box to get started finding ideas.
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What's New
Here are just some of the new features in Artisan 5

Be Super Organized with Font Manager
The new Font Manager allowsyou tomanage large font collections. You can create categories to group your
fonts so that you can find just the right font for your project with a couple clicks. This new feature is optional—if you
prefer just one long alphabetical list of font names, the choice is yours.

Unleash Your "Inner Artisan" with New Effects
Blend andmaskeffects provide endlessnew options to use with photos, papers, and embellishments. You can
also use variousbrusheson individual elements, drawing acrossborders and even brush across the whole page
using a transparent canvas. Your "creative license" has just been expanded!

Master Your Photos and Images
You can now edit individual photosand images right in your project with the full embedded Artisan Image Editor.
Touch up photos, add cool effects, or even change colors of the photo or image with just a few clicks.What's
more, with the expanded selection capabilities (e.g., shape, lasso,wand), you can apply artistic endeavors to only
portionsof your images if you wish. Move over AndyWarhol!

Create Without the Clutter
Now your digital craft room is easier to use than ever. The page stays visible even when you are using the creative
menu tools. That's because themenu optionsappear to the right of your workspace as you work—nomore
annoying dialog boxes tomove around as you try to see how the adjustments affect your page.

Design at Lightening Speed
Artisan 5 uses the full power of the computer’s graphics processor, resulting in much faster display of pages,
application of various filters, moving and resizing elements and so on. It's like having a speedyartistic assistant to
help youmove thingsaround!

There aremanymore surprises to discover in this new version of Artisan. AsPicasso once said, "Learn the rules
like a pro so you can break them like an artist." Have fun discovering all the featuresof Artisan 5 and developing

your ownworkand design style for your projects.
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Artisan Workspace-Your Digital Craft Room
Your Artisan 5.0 workspace is flexible. Just like a physical craft roomwhere you can arrange your work table and tools to
suit your work style and preferences, Artisan allowsyou to customize your workspace. Once you get familiar with the
defaults you can change the location and amount of windows, panels, menu options, and other "clutter." Just as some like
a craft roomwith all thingsat their fingertips, othersmayprefer a simpler environment with minimal distractions. How you
work in Artisan is up to you!

Choose aWork Mode: Basic or Advanced
Byselecting a workmode at start-up, you can tell Artisan to "put away" or "bring out" the tools you want. AStart dialog box
appears every time you launch Artisan (providing you don't click theDon't show this again checkbox) which allowsyou to
choose betweenBasic or Advanced for that session.

Basicmode displaysa simplified interface with fewer options. The advancedmode displaysall ribbonsand buttons.

The following example illustrates the button choices that display on the Cut ribbon in bothmodes:
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Note: You have the ability to choose a different mode for each session without impacting previouswork on
your projects. Themode choice is simply how you want to work for this session.

Changing Your ModeWithin a Session
If you choose amode at start-up, you can always change your mode as you work. Just click theModemenu in the top-right
corner above theRibbon Bar:

Note: For documentation purposes, all windowswill be explained with theAdvancedmode setting. If you do
not see amenu choice or toolbar on your screen, it is likely that your session of Artisan is running inBasicmode.

Navigate the HomePage
Once Artisan launches, theHomePage displays:
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From the home page, you can:

Browse or manage your scrap booking content (e.g., papers, embellishment, themes)

Launch Artisan'sYouTube channel and watch instructional videos (Internet connection needed)

Read the latest buzzabout Artisan

Decide what you want to work on; create a new project or continue working on an existing one

Check for Artisan software updates (Internet connection needed)

Navigate theWorkspace
Once you launch a project and leave the HomePage, you enter the ArtisanWorkspace. This is your digital craft room, and
it contains several different areas that you will use while designing your projects.
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The File button opens the File menu. From the File menu you can easily switch between projects, view pro-
ject properties, and quickly open and create new projects.

The Ribbon Bar runsacross the top of the workspace and contains several different ribbonsof menu com-
mands. See RibbonsandMenus for more information on using each ribbon'smenu options.

The Help button launchesa Helpmenu that is accessible from anywhere within Artisan. SeeGetting Help for
more information on using the different Helpmenu options.

Displaysdetails about the current selected element on the workspace.

TheWorkArea iswhere you will design your pages - this is the area you will spendmost of your time (think of
it as your work table in your craft room).

Use the Toolbar for commonly-used functions such asundo/redo, save, move to previouspage, move to
next page, and close.
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The Panel Tabsallow you to display the "parts of the whole" project. Each panel focuseson a different part;
elements, pages, photos, content. Thinkof this area as your peripheralworkspace, where you can set things
down, rearrange, hide and lock things.

Use the Zoom tools to view your page at different sizes. For example, you can zoom in when editing individual
photosand zoom out to view your entire page.

Use the Panel Zoom tools to seemore or less itemson certain panels; pagesphotosand content.
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Finding Your Way
Getting around Artisan is easyonce you have been here a few times! Use this section asa reference to learn the typical
path to get to where you want to go. Themore you go, themore likely you are to find shortcuts. Trust your intuition and pre-
viousWindowsknowledge, and you will get around just fine.
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Menus
There are a few typesof menusavailable in Artisan:

"File Menu" below

"Short-cut Menus" on page 30

"Pop-upMenus" on page 31

"RibbonMenus" on page 32

File Menu
The File button is located in the top left corner of the Artisan window.

The File button opens the File menu, and is available on every screen. It providesan easyway to create a new project or
open an existing one.

File Open options include:

Option Description

Recent Displaysa list of recently opened projects. Just click the one you want to open.
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Option Description

Open Project Displaysa File Open dialog boxwith a path set to the previously-opened project file. Just click to the
path and file name of the desired project.
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Option Description

Open Page Displaysa File Open dialog boxwith a path set to the previously-opened page. Just click to the path
and file name of the desired page.
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Option Description

Open Image File Displaysa File Open dialog boxwith a path set to the previously-opened image. Just click to the
path and file name of the desired image.

File New optionsallow you to find a template fromwhich to design from awide selection of products:
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Option Description

Project Displays the OrderingWizard which allowsyou to choose a project you want to create aswell as steps you
through customization choices. See the Forever Print Shop section for more details.
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Option Description

Page Displays the OrderingWizard which allowsyou to choose a page type you want to create aswell as steps you
through customization choices. See the Forever Print Shop section for more details.

Short-cut Menus
Similar to most other Windowsapplications, if you are in doubt where to find a command you need, just click the right
mouse button. Chancesare you will get the command you are looking for.

Note: Since the Short-cut menu is context-sensitive, make sure that you have the item (e.g., photo, embel-
lishment) selected before you right-click for your best chance at accessing the command you want.
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Pop-upMenus
Pop-upmenusappear within panels. Theyare accessed byhovering your mouse pointer button over an item.
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RibbonMenus
TheRibbon Bar runsacross the top of the Artisan window, similar to other modernWindowsapplications. Each ribbon con-
tains a set of relatedmenu choices, organized into sections.

Sometimesamenu option appears onmultiple ribbons. It is all set up for your convenience:

HomeRibbon

Insert Ribbon

Format Ribbon

Cut Ribbon

Image Ribbon
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Touchup Ribbon

Photo Ribbon

View Ribbon

Working with RibbonMenus
In Artisan 5.0, when you select a ribbonmenu, the available settings for it will appear to the right of theWorkspace in the
Panels area. This is a change from the last version that relied on dialog boxes to present menu settings. The advantage of
working with menus in thiswayallowsyou to see your work in real-time without a peskydialog boxblocking your view!

To workwith ribbonmenus, follow these general steps:

Select the element that you want to workwith.

Click the tab of the ribbonmenu you want.

Click themenu choice you want.

Look in thePanelsarea to see the available settingsandmake anydesired changes.
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Select the element that you want to workwith.

ClickOK to save the changes, or Cancel to cancel the changes. Youmust choose one of these options to close
themenu processand get back to your workspace.

Note: Some ribbons containmoremenu items than can fit across your screen. If a blue arrow appears
on the right or left side of a ribbon, just click it to display the rest of themenu choices for that ribbon.
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Home Ribbon
TheHomeRibbon is context-sensitive, in that themenu itemschange to reflect what you can do based on where you are.
For instance, the HomeRibbon hasa different set of menu items in theWelcomewindow versus theWorkspace:

TheWorkspaceHomeRibbon includes the followingmenu items:

Menu Item Description

Edit Section

Cut Removes the selected item and places it on theWindowsClipboard. To place the item
in a new location, selectPaste.

Copy Placesa copyof the selected item on theWindowsClipboard. To place a copyof the
item in a new location, selectPaste.

Paste Places the item(s) from theWindowsClipboard onto the area the cursor is placed on
the page.

Remove Removes the selected item from the page.

Undo Undoes the last task.

Redo Redoes the last undone task.

Arrange Section

See " Arranging Elements on a Page" on page 219 for more information on how thesemenuswork.

Align Aligns the selected items (more than one itemmust be selected using the CTRL key).

Order Changes the order of objects. For example, youmaywant an embellishment to appear
behind, or on top of a photograph.

Group Group objects that you want to stay together (more than one itemmust be selected
using the CTRL key).

Flatten Flattening an object makes it a simple graphic. This can be done with text or rotated pic-
tures. This option allowsyou to add variouseffects to the item (e.g., shadow, color
change).

Rotate Allowsyou to rotate and flip items.
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Menu Item Description

Project Section

Add Page Addsa blankpage or template page to your project.

Recover Page Recovers (i.e., undeletes) a previously deleted page. This option ismore powerful that
Undo, as it only keeps trackof page deletionsand can be used regardlessof howmany
actionswere performed since the last deleted page.

Page Section

Template Changes the page style but keeps the current photosand text.

Coordinate Coordinates the colors of the elements on the page with the selected image.

Background Changes the background of the page while keeping all the elements in place.

TheWelcomeHomeRibbon includes the followingmenu items:

Menu Item Description

Content Section

ManageContent Opens theContent Manager window where you can browse your art kits.
See " Content Manager Overview" on page 64 for more information.

BuyContent Opens the Store window and connects to the Internet to allow you to shop
for content to add to your collection. See "How to Create an Art Kit" on
page 90 for more information.
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Menu Item Description

Import Content Opensa File Open dialog box to allow you to import art kits from a previous
version Artisan, thumb drive, etc. See "How to Create an Art Kit" on
page 90 for more information.

Getting Started Section

Watch Tutorials OpensArtisan'sYouTube channel to allow you to view video tutorials.
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Insert Ribbon
The InsertRibbon containsmenu items that allow you to add items to your page. This is the ribbon to go to when you want
to add something new to your project page.

The Insert Ribbon includes the followingmenu items:

Menu Item Description

Photo Section

Photo Inserts a photo that is not already in your project. When you add a photo, it displaysat
the bottom of thePhoto Panel.

EmptyFrame Inserts an empty photo frame that appears asa graybox in which you can add a photo.
See Working with FramesandMats for more information.

Text Section

See "Working with Text" on page 254 for more details on using the Textmenus.

Text Allowsyou to add an empty text box to a page, add text that was copied onto theWin-
dowsClipboard, or set the default font for future text.

Text Path Allowsyou to draw a shape in which text will follow, then type or paste the text. See
Working with Text for more information.

Fancy Allowsyou to insert text using a special Alpha sets that youmayhave loaded into
Artisan. SeeWorking with Text for more information.

Shape Allowsyou to insert a text shape, a special symbol (such asa copyright or registered
trademark symbol), or letters used in other languages. SeeWorking with Text for more
information.
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Menu Item Description

Content Section

Embellishment Inserts an embellishment from an Art Kit or other image file that is located elsewhere on
your hard drive or thumb drive. See "Working with Elements" on page 167 for more
information.

Paper Inserts a paper from an Art Kit or other image file that is located elsewhere on your
hard drive or thumb drive. See for more information.

Shape Opens the Shape Editor to allow you to draw a shape onto your page. See "Working
with Shapes" on page 186 for more information.

Other Section

Line Allowsyou to draw various typesof lineson your page. See "Working with Shapes" on
page 186 for more information.

Outliner Allowsyou to outline a shape to create a silhouette. See "Working with Other Ele-
ments" on page 243 for more information.

Stamp Allowsyou to create a "rubber stamper" from an existing item on your page. See "
Working with Other Elements" on page 243 for more information.

Calendar Allowsyou to insert a calendar on the current page. See "Working with Calendars" on
page 235 for more information.
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Format Ribbon
The FormatRibbon containsmenu items that allow you tomodify the items to your page. This is the ribbon to go to when
you want to change the wayan item in your project looks.

The Format Ribbon includes the followingmenu items:

Menu Item Description

Element Section

Properties Allowsyou to adjust position and sizing options for the selected element.

Text Allowsyou to adjust text layout and font settings. See "Working with Text" on
page 254 for more information.

Shape Allowsyou to edit or insert a shape. See "Working with Shapes" on page 186 for
more information.

Stroke Allowsyou to select an art stroke asa border around the selected element. See "
Working with Formatting Options" on page 225 for more information.

Calendar Allowsyou to adjust calendar options (must have a calendar selected). See "Work-
ing with Calendars" on page 235 for more information.

Fill Section

Color Invokes theColor Picker to select and adjust colors of a selected element. See
"Using the Color Picker" on page 180 for more information.

Gradient Allowsyou to select colors and directions to gradient fill a selected shape or object.
See "Working with Colors and Fills" on page 168 for more information.

Paper Inserts a paper from an Art Kit or other image file that is located elsewhere on your
hard drive or thumb drive. See for more information.

Remove Deletesany fills that were applied to the selected element.
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Menu Item Description

Effects Section

Select Overlaysa pattern or effect onto the selected image.

Custom Allowsyou to create a customized effect and apply it to the selected element.

Remove Removesanyeffects that have been added to the selected element.

Shadows Section

See "Working with Shadows" on page 215 for more details on using theShadowsmenus.

Light Applies a light (narrow) shadow to the selected element.

Heavy Applies a heavy (wide) shadow to the selected element.

Custom Allowsyou to customize the depth and direction of a shadow to the selected ele-
ment.

Glow Allowsyou to select from a standard set of glow colors and widths to apply to the
selected element.

Remove Deletesany shadows that were applied to the selected element.

Sampling Section

Sample Copies the formatting set of the selected element. You can choose to copya single
format set at a time: text style, stroke style, shadow, effect, or calendar style. Use
with theApplymenu to apply the set of formats to another element.

Apply Applies the formatting set that was copied with theSamplemenu to the selected ele-
ment.
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Cut Ribbon
TheCutRibbon containsmenu items for cutting elements on the page. Thinkof these as your scissors and cutting tools,
similar to ones you use in your physical craft room. Some fun and unique effects can be created using the Cut Ribbon.

The Cut Ribbon includes the followingmenu items:

Menu Item Description

Cutters Section

See "Working with Cuts" on page 195 for more details on how to use theCuttersmenus.

Straight Allowsyou to cut a selected element using a variety of straight cut types.

Shapes Allowsyou to cut a specific shape from a selected element, similar to a shape puncher.

Text Allowsyou to cut out text from a selected element (e.g., a letter, initials, a name).

Custom Allowsyou to cut out a customized shape from the selected element.

Corners Allowsyou to design and cut corners for the selected element.

Grid Allowsyou to cut a grid design into the selected element.

Selection Section

See "Working with Cuts" on page 195 for more details on how to use theSelectionmenus.

Shape Allowsyou to apply a shaped selection (e.g., heart, paw) to a portion of the selected
element.

Lasso Allowsyou to draw points to create your own shaped selection (e.g., aunt Mary's sil-
houette) to a portion of the selected element.

Wand Allowsyou to scan the selected element to further select like portionswithin the selec-
tion.

Deselect Undoes the selection.

Cut/Copy Cuts or copies the selection.
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Color Ribbon
Artisan 5.0 contains a powerful image editor in which you can add fun color changesand effects to photosand images.
TheColor Ribbon containsmenu items for the image editor.

The Color Ribbon includes the followingmenu items:

Menu Item Description

Convert Section

See " Converting Color to Monochrome" on page 126 for more details on using theConvertmenus.

B&W Allowsyou to convert a photo or image to blackand white.

Sepia Allowsyou to convert a photo or image to shadesof brown for an old-fashioned
look.

Color and Light Section

See " Adjusting Color and Light" on page 131 for more details on using theColor and Lightmenus.

Hue Allowsyou to change the hue, saturation and intensity of the selected photo or
image.

Wash Applies a color wash to the selected photo or image.

Brightness Adjusts the brightnessand contrast of the selected photo or image.

Balance Adjusts the color balance (cyan, magenta, and yellow) of the selected photo or
image.

Temperature Adjust the temperature (cooler or warmer) of the selected photo or image.

Levels Adjusts the light levels of the selected photo or image.

Curves Adjusts the color curves (spectrum of red, green, blue and gray) of the selected
photo or image.
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Filters Ribbon
Artisan 5.0 contains a powerful image editor in which you can add fun filter effects to photosand images. Use your "cre-
ative license" with thesemenusand watch your photosand images take on a whole new life in your project!

The Color Ribbon includes the followingmenu items:

Menu Item Description

Focus Section

See "Working with Photosand Images" on page 100 for more details on using the Focusmenus.

Blur Blurs the entire selected photo or image.

Soften Softens (slightly blurs) the entire photo or image.

Sharpen Increases the light and dark contrast of the entire selected photo or image.

Cleanup Reduces the graininessof the entire selected photo or image.

Filters Section

See "Applying Filters" on page 143 for more details on using the Filtersmenus.

Artistic Allowsyou to choose from a selection of artistic filters to apply to the selected photo or
image.

Edge Allowsyou to choose from a selection of filters that accent the edgesof the selected
photo or image.

Distortion Allowsyou to choose from a selection of filters that add distorted perspectives to the
selected photo or image.

Surface Allowsyou to choose from a selection of filters that add a distorted layer to the selected
photo or image.

Stylize Allowsyou to choose from a selection of filters that stylize the selected photo or image.
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Touchup Ribbon
Artisan 5.0 contains painting capabilities that allow you to "touch up" a photo or image. You can think of menu optionson
the TouchupRibbon as similar to a digital painting application (e.g., CorelPainter).

The Touchup Ribbon includes the followingmenu items:

Menu Item Description

Brushes Section

See " Touching Up a Photo" on page 119 for more details on using the Touchupmenu options.

New Canvas Createsa new painting canvasand allowsyou to start
painting anywhere on the page, regardlessof the photo or
image selected.

Paint Paints only on the selected photo or image.

Clone Copiespixels from one area in the selected photo or
image to another.

Smudge Smearspixels from the selected photo or image as you
click and drag over it.

Lighten Lightensan area of the selected photo or image as you
click and drag.

Darken Darkensan area of the selected photo or image as you
click and drag.

Blur Blurs an area of the selected photo or image as you click
and drag.

Colorize Addsa color filter over portionsof the selected photo or
image as you click and drag.

Increase Color Intensifies the primary color(s) of a portion of the selected
photo or image as you click and drag.

Decrease Color Decreases the intensity of the primary color(s) of a portion
of the selected photo or image as you click and drag.

Erase Removesportionsof the selected photo or image as you
click and drag.
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Photo Ribbon
Artisan 5.0 contains a powerful photo editor. The Photo Ribbonmenu optionsallow you tomodify photos right within
Artisan, similar to a photo editing application (e.g., Adobe Photoshop®). Although this ribbon was intended to be used
primarilywith photos, it can be used tomodify any image on your page.

The Photo Ribbon includes the followingmenu items:

Menu Item Description

Quick Fix Section

See "Working with Photosand Images" on page 100 for more details on using theQuickFixmenus.

Auto fix Applies automatic color corrections to the photo or image selected.

Red-eye Fixesany red-eye issueson the selected photo.

Touchup Usesbrushes for painting on the selected photo or image.

Focus Section

See "Working with Photosand Images" on page 100 for more details on using the Focusmenus.

Blur Blurs the entire selected photo or image.

Soften Softens (slightly blurs) the entire selected photo or image.

Sharpen Increases the light and dark contrast of the entire selected photo or image.

Cleanup Reduces the graininessof the entire selected photo or image.
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Menu Item Description

Photo in Frame Section

See Working with FramesandMats for more details on using thePhoto in Framemenus.

Rotate Rotates the selected photo clockwise in the frame.

Zoom Zooms in on a subject in the selected photo.

Replace Allowsyou to replace the selected photo or image with one you can search for on your
computer.

Remove Removes the selected photo or image from the page.

Frames Section

See Working with FramesandMats for more details on using thePhoto in Framemenus.

Mat Allowsyou to choose from a set of standardmats to frame the selected photo or
image.

Select Opens the Content browser to allow you to choose amat or frame style from one of
your art kits and apply it to the selected photo or image. SeeWorking with Elements
for more information.

Customize Allowsyou to create your own frame and/or mat style for the elected photo or image.
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View Ribbon
TheViewRibbon containsmenu options that allow you to customize how you see your project in theWorkspace. Use this
ribbon to get a better sense about how thingsare lined up on your pagesand if theremaybe conflictswith how the printed
pageswill lookonce theyare bound and trimmed (if you are designing a photo book).

The View Ribbon includes the followingmenu items:

Menu Item Description

Preview Section

See the " Previewing and Printing Your FinalProject" on page 278 section for more details on using thePreviewmenus.

All Displayseverything on the page, including elements that maybe outside the bound-
aries of the printed and trimmed page.

Page Displayseverything within the boundaries of the page, including the bleed.

Trim Displays your page as it would appear printed and trimmed. See the Trimming and
Printing section for more information.

Spreads Displays your pagesas theywould lookprinted and bound. See the Trimming and Print-
ing section for more information.

Options Allowsyou to choose your final binding style (photo bookprojects only).

Rotate Rotates the current view of the page.

Settings Section

See the " Previewing and Printing Your FinalProject" on page 278 section for more details on using thePreviewmenus.

Guides Allowsyou to change grid guidesand snap settingson your Workpsace.

Show Photos Choose where Artisan displays your photo panel as you work (side or bottom of the
Workspace).
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Quick Steps to a Photo Book Project
It's virtually (pardon the pun) a piece of cake to create your first photo book in Artisan. All you need are photos, Artisan, and
the rest is up to your imagination. It's ten easy stepsbetween beginning and publishing a project.

But just like learning to bake, you will find yourself gettingmore daring with the ingredients themore you do it! This section
is intended to help you start off simple.With experience,Artisan Help and Forever Support, your projects can get as com-
plexas you dare.

Here are the basic steps for building a photo bookproject in Artisan:

1. Browse through your photosand decide on a topic. Maybe you want to document a special vacation or your child's
recent sports season. Make a note of the folder on your hard drive where your photosare stored. Youmayeven
have set up a special folder (e.g.,C:\MyDocuments\Photos\2015\California).

2. Launch Artisan.
AStart dialog boxappears asking if you want to launch in BasicMode or AdvancedMode.
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3. ClickBasic Mode (later, you can find for more information on Basic and Advancedmodes, see ).
The ArtisanWelcome Page appears.

4. ClickCreate a New Project.
The ProjectWizard window appears asking you if you would like to create a project or page.
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5. ClickProject.
The Forever Print Shop window appearswith Photo Booksalready selected and some book formats to choose
from.

6. Follow the directions in the diagram below to select your photo bookoptionson thiswindow.
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The Templates step in the Project Wizard displays.

7. Click to select a template, then clickNext.
The Photos step in the ProjectWizard displays.
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8. ClickAdd Photos, then Frommy computer.
TheGet Imagesdialog boxappears.

9. Navigate to, and select the photos you want to include in your project (use your SHIFT or CTRL keys tomulti-
select), then clickOpen.
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Note: Knowing where your photosare stored, per step 1, willmake this step go faster! Also, it maybe
impossible to determine which are your best shots from the thumbnail images in this dialog box. You can always
add all the photos from the folder using your SHIFT key tomulti-select. Then remove the not-so-awesome
shots from your project later.

10. ClickNext.
The next step prompts you to name your photo book.

11. Type a name in the text box, and clickCreate.
A statusboxappears as you wait for Artisan to complete your project.

Note: Thismay take a fewminutes, depending on the number of photos you chose. Artisan will fill up the tem-
plate with asmanyof the photosaspossible, up to themaximum number of pages (99).

Note: See " NowWhat?" on the next page for ideason what to do next to your project.
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Now What?
Once your photosare all placed, your project opens to allow you to edit and format your pages.

Basically, you have just created a vanilla cake with no icing or decorations. Here iswhere Artisan gets fun! The following
table providesa "map" of formatting options that you can pursue from here. If you get overwhelmed, it's easy to put your
project awayand come back to it. Happydecorating!
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What You
Can Do What it looks like

Where to
Find Out
More

Place a dec-
orative paper
on a page back-
ground

"Working
with Col-
ors and
Fills" on
page 168

Create and styl-
ize captions for
photos

"Working
with a
Text Box"
on
page 255

Adjust photos
(zoom, crop,
swap out)

"Working
with Pho-
tos and
Images"
on
page 100
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What You
Can Do What it looks like

Where to
Find Out
More

Add amat to a
photo

Working
with
Frames
andMats

Add embel-
lishments to a
page

"Working
with Ele-
ments" on
page 167
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What You
Can Do What it looks like

Where to
Find Out
More

Draw shapes
on a page

"Working
with
Shapes"
on
page 186

Use fancy
alpha sets for
titles or quotes

"Working
with
Fancy
Alphabet
Sets" on
page 266
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What You
Can Do What it looks like

Where to
Find Out
More

Apply cool cuts
to your photos

"Working
with Cuts"
on
page 195

Add artsy filters
to your photos

"Applying
Filters" on
page 143
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What You
Can Do What it looks like

Where to
Find Out
More

Getmore stuff
and organize it
like a pro

"How to
Purchase
and Down-
load an
Art Kit" on
page 79

Note: Remember to browse Artisan Help for other interesting features. Also, search for Artisan on Pinterest
for ideas from other users like you!
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CHAPTER 2Content Manager

This chapter contains the following topics:
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Content Manager Navigation-Using the Views 66
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Using My Categories 70

Using Tags 72

How to Create a Tag 75

How to Assign a Tag to an Element 76

How to Use a Tag to Search for an Element 77

Content in Art Kits 78

Working with Art Kits 78

How to Purchase and Download an Art Kit 79

How to Activate an Art Kit 84

Managing Your Art Kit Activation Codes 88

How to Create an Art Kit 90

How to Add Elements to Your Art Kit 92

Add an Embellishment 96

Create an Element from Scratch 98
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Content Manager Overview
Remember the daysof paper scrap booking; when you had (or still have) bins full of papers and do-dads? If you were cre-
ating a scrap bookpage of memories from your best friend's baby shower, you would first need to choose a paper. You
might go to your shelf of papers and root through the stack to find one that fits the style and color scheme you had inmind.
Then you would go to your shelf of embellishments and find the bin labeled "baby stuff" and select a few embellishments.
Finally, youmight decide on a title or phrase that captures the feeling just right and go to your "letters" bin for the appro-
priate choice. Once you have it all picked out, you would lay it out on the table with the photosand playwith arrangements
on the page.

If you needed somethingmore, it wasback to the binsor the store (what ismore fun than shopping for the right paper or
do-dad?). If you changed your mind about an item, it wasback to the bins to put it away, or more likely, it would be added to
the pile of project rejects on the corner of your work table to be dealt with later. Sound familiar?

Well, in Artisan, the collection of all your scrap booking items is called Content. Artisan hasa specialway to help you organ-
ize your Content so you will never end up with a "pile in the corner"- unlike your craft room. Consider the following diagram
that comparesorganizing your craft room content (physical-paper and other materials) to organizing electronic content
within Artisan's.

Artisan's collection of shelvesand bins collectively is calledContent Manager. If you are familiar with Artisan 4.o, Content
Manager hasnot really changed. If you are new to Artisan, it will be a favor to yourself to invest some time understanding
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Content Manager. Collecting papers and embellishments is evenmore fun and addictive in Artisan than the physical paper
world, and you will want to start off with a habit of organizing your new purchases!

How Content Manager is Used
Multiple functionsallow Content Manager to work for you. These include:

Create an Art Kit- create your own art kit from your favorite elements.

Edit an Art Kit- make changes to existing art kits and/or create additional folders.

Import Content- bring in content that you purchased and used in a previous version of Artisan.

Purchase an Art Kit- purchase an art kit contents from the store or other digital art marketplaces.

Keep a List of Activation Codes- store all your codes for the art kits you purchase in one convenient list.

These functionsare available from the Content Manager ribbonmenu. But your biggest use of Content Manager will be to
search for the content that you need as you are creating your projects. Content Manager is a flexible and powerful back-
bone of Artisan, and can be used to create your very own digital "dream craft room."
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Content Manager Navigation-Using the Views
TheContent Manager is available from the initial Artisan screen.

Content Manager contains threemajor views:

Library

The Library contains folders in which Art Kits can be found.Built-in Kits is the default location for those included with your
installation.Commercial Art Kits is the default location for purchased and downloaded kits.PersonalArt Kits is intended for
Art Kits in which you create from scratch. You can also create additional folders based on how you like to organize your con-
tent.

"Using Library View" on page 68

My Categories

MyCategories allow you to assign Kits to categories that you define. A kit can belong tomore than one category. Most kits
are downloaded with a swankyname that the artist created (like "Life isBeautiful" or "Life Ain't AlwaysBeautiful"). Creating
categorieswill help you find them using names that make sense to you (like "Showers" or "Beach Vacation").

"UsingMy Categories" on page 70

Tags

ATag is an individual name assigned to an element for search purposes. An element can be assignedmore than one tag.
Tagsare great for looking for a specific element regardlessof what kit or category it camewith .
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"Using Tags" on page 72

Remember, the purpose of Content Manager is to store your content in an organized way tomake finding that right ele-
ment fast and easy. Each view is a different way to get to an element that is stored one time in Artisan. In the following dia-
gram, you can see how the concept of the Library, MyCategories, and Tags views lead you to the same element:
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Using Library View
The Library is the default view in Content Manager. It contains the Art Kits on the left, and the elements in each Art Kit on
the right. The structure is intuitive to use, as it is similar toWindowsExplorer. You can expand the folders and sub folders
on the left while viewing the contents on the right.

Depending on the typesof content included in the Art Kit (folder on the left), the tabson the right maychange. Thinkof the
tabson the right as your "bins of goodies". Common tabs that maydisplay include:

Tab Description

All Displaysall the elements contained in the Art Kit, and is listed alphabetically by file name.
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Tab Description

Kits

Displaysall the art kits you have downloaded and whether theyare unlocked.

Paper Displaysall the paper styles contained in the Art Kit, and is listed alphabetically by file name.

Embellishment Displaysall the embellishments contained in the Art Kit, and is listed alphabetically by file name.

Shape Displaysall the shapes contained in the Art Kit, and is listed alphabetically by file name.

Edge Displaysall the edgestyles contained in the Art Kit, and is listed alphabetically by file name.

Corner Displaysall the corner styles contained in the Art Kit, and is listed alphabetically by file name.

Frame Displaysall the frame styles contained in the Art Kit, and is listed alphabetically by file name.

Effect Displaysall the effect styles contained in the Art Kit, and is listed alphabetically by file name.

Color Displaysall the color choices for fills contained in the Art Kit, and is listed alphabetically by file name.

Alpha Set Displays the full alphabet letter styles contained in the Art Kit, and is listed alphabetically by file name.

Stroke Displays the styles of brush strokes contained in the Art Kit, and is listed alphabetically by file name.

Page Displays the page layouts contained in the Art Kit, and is listed alphabetically by file name.
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Using My Categories
TheMyCategories view allowsyou to see all the elements contained in all your Art Kits on the right. The structure is intu-
itive to use, as it is similar toWindowsExplorer. You can expand the folders and sub folders on the left while viewing the con-
tents on the right. Thinkof the tabson the right as your "bins of goodies".

MyCategories, as its name implies, is context-sensitive to what you have in your "craft room." That is, the typesof content
included in all the Art Kits you have will affect the tabs that display on the right.

Note: Use this view to search for content when you are looking for a specific element and you can't remember
which Art Kit contains it.

Common tabs that maydisplay in MyCategories view include:

Tab Description

All Displaysall the elements contained in all your Art Kits, and is listed alphabetically by file
name.
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Tab Description

Kits

Paper Displaysall the paper styles contained in all your Art Kits, and is listed alphabetically by file
name.

Embellishment Displaysall the embellishments contained in all your Art Kits, and is listed alphabetically by
file name.

Shape Displaysall the shapes contained in all your Art Kits, and is listed alphabetically by file
name.

Edge Displaysall the edge styles contained in all your Art Kits, and is listed alphabetically by file
name.

Corner Displaysall the corner styles contained in all your Art Kits, and is listed alphabetically by file
name.

Frame Displaysall the frame styles contained in all your Art Kits, and is listed alphabetically by file
name.

Effect Displaysall the effect styles contained in all your Art Kits, and is listed alphabetically by file
name.

Color Displaysall the color choices for fills contained in all your Art Kits, and is listed alphabetically
by file name.

Alpha Set Displays the full alphabet letter styles contained in all your Art Kist, and is listed alpha-
betically by file name.

Stroke Displays the styles of brush strokes contained in all your Art Kits, and is listed alphabetically
by file name.

Page Displays the page layouts contained in all your Art Kits, and is listed alphabetically by file
name.
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Using Tags
The Tags view allowsyou to see all the elements contained in all your Art Kits organized by tag on the right. A tag is a
keyword that you can assign to anyelement to make that element easy to find fast.

The structure is intuitive to use, as it is similar toWindowsExplorer. You can expand the folders and sub folders on the left
while viewing the contents on the right. Thinkof the tabson the right as your "bins of goodies".

The Tags view defaults to display all your elements categorized by tag on the right. Just as you are unlimited in the number
of tags you can assign to one element, youmayhavemanyelements that are labeled with the same tag.
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Note: Use this view to find an element specifically, regardlessof the Art Kit or Category it maybelong (e.g.,
"blue flower").

Common tabs that maydisplay in Tags view include:

Tab Description

All Displaysall the elements contained in all your Art Kits, and is listed alphabetically by file name.

Kits

Paper Displaysall the paper styles contained in all your Art Kits, and is listed alphabetically by file
name.
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Tab Description

Embellishment Displaysall the embellishments contained in all your Art Kits, and is listed alphabetically by file
name.

Shape Displaysall the shapes contained in all your Art Kits, and is listed alphabetically by file name.

Edge Displaysall the edge styles contained in all your Art Kits, and is listed alphabetically by file
name.

Corner Displaysall the corner styles contained in all your Art Kits, and is listed alphabetically by file
name.

Frame Displaysall the frame styles contained in all your Art Kits, and is listed alphabetically by file
name.

Effect Displaysall the effect styles contained in all your Art Kits, and is listed alphabetically by file
name.

Color Displaysall the color choices for fills contained in all your Art Kits, and is listed alphabetically by
file name.

Alpha Set Displays the full alphabet letter styles contained in all your Art Kist, and is listed alphabetically
by file name.

Stroke Displays the styles of brush strokes contained in all your Art Kits, and is listed alphabetically by
file name.

Page Displays the page layouts contained in all your Art Kits, and is listed alphabetically by file name.
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How to Create a Tag
1. OpenContent Manager.

2. Hover your mouse pointer on the Tags folder and click the drop-down selection button that appears -or- right-
click.

3. ClickCreate Tags.

4. Type your desired tag name and clickOK. Make sure to follow the displayed directions for multiple tagsor words
(e.g., use quotes for multiple words like "blue flower").

Your tag name is listed with the existing tag names.
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How to Assign a Tag to an Element
Once you have the tag created, you can now assign an element to it.

1. OpenContent Manager.

2. Search for and display the element to which you want to assign the tag.

Note: The element canmost likely be found from theContentsNot Tagged folder.

3. Click and drag the element from the right to the tag name on the left.
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How to Use a Tag to Search for an Element
Tagsaremost effective when you are in the processof designing a page.When inserting an embellishment, use the Con-
tent Browser to search for and view elementswith certain tags.
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Content in Art Kits
Content is your collection of elements. An element can be a paper, embellishment, shape, edge, corner, font set, and even
a color. Some elements comewith the Artisan 5.0 installation, and you can purchase and downloadmanymore. Most ele-
ments are purchased and downloaded in packages called Art Kits.

There are thousandsof Art Kits that are available for purchase through the Forever Print Shop, all created byartistswho
have a flare for color coordination and design.

Working with Art Kits
Art Kits are flexible and fun! Youmayhave your own flare for color coordination and design. Artisan allowsyou to create
your own Art Kits aswell as import ready-made ones. As you get comfortable with Content Manager, you can tomake
your "online craft room" work for you.Working with Art Kits includes:

Creating an Art Kit

Editing an Art Kit

Importing an Art Kit

Purchasing an Art Kit

Managing Art Kit Activation Codes
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How to Purchase and Download an Art Kit
Art elements can be purchased and/or downloaded asArt Kits. Themost convenient place to purchase a new art kit is
from the online store, as the elementswill automatically be downloaded together aspart of the kit.

1. Click Ribbon Button on the Content Manager screen.
The DigitalContent page appears in your default Internet browser.

2. Click the digital content links to browse to an art kit that you want.
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3. ClickAdd to Cart.
The Shopping Cart displays.
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Note: TheDigitalContent shop works likemost other e-commerce sites, in that you can continue
shopping or checkout with just one purchase.

4. ClickCheckout once you are finished shopping.

5. Once you have logged in or created an account, complete the payment information fields.
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6. ClickComplete Order.
The order confirmation appears.

7. ClickDownload.
The Save Asdialog boxappears.

Note: So that the Artisan will display your new art kit elementswhen you are in themidst of working on a pro-
ject, make sure to save to the following path:

8. ClickSave.
The art kit is saved and is accessible for viewing within Content Manager->Library->Commercial Art Kits.

Note: In order to start using your new art kit, you will need the activation code handy. It is listed with the art kit
purchase confirmation.

When you download a commercial art kit, it comeswith an activation code. It is similar to downloading a soft-
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ware application, whereas you need to enter the code when you first use it to validate that it wasa legal pur-
chase.
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How to Activate an Art Kit
1. Open Content Manager and display the art kit you just downloaded.

Note: In order to activate the art kit, youmust type and save the codemanually on the Activation Codeswin-
dow.

2. Click on theContent Ribbon.
The Activation Codeswindow appears.
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3. ClickAdd a New Activation Code.
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4. Type (or paste, if you copied the code from the purchase confirmation) the code into the text box, and clickOK.

Note: Artisan is smart enough to associate the code with the purchased art kit.

5. ClickClose.
A copyof the code and art kit association appears on the list.
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6. ClickClose.
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Managing Your Art Kit Activation Codes
Periodically, you will want to make a backup of your activation codes. Especially if you find yourself continuously adding pur-
chases to your digital craft room (i.e., Content Manager).

One unfortunate (and hopefully rare) occurrence for needing a backup list of your activation codes is if you have a hard-
ware failure and need to re-install Artisan. Thinkof the backup asan insurance policy for your valuable stash of scrap book-
ing supplies!

1. OpenContent Manager.

2. Click on theContent Ribbon.
TheManageMyActivation Codesdialog boxappears.

3. ClickMake a backup of my codes.

4. A text editor appears (WindowsNotepad) with your codes listed (no formatting).
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Select File,Print to print a copy (if you have a printer set up) and keep the hard copy in a safe location.

Note: Asan alternative (or in addition to) a hard copy, you can select File,Save As... and save the
activation code list to a jump drive or external hard drive. Just make sure to label it so that you can find it
conveniently later.
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How to Create an Art Kit
You can create your own personal library of favorite elements by creating an Art Kit to contain them. You can save free art,
art that you personally created, or individual elements saved from your projects or created elsewhere. Artisan supports all
major image file formats, but theymust be stored in an Art Kit.

1. OpenContent Manager.

2. Click on theContent Manager Ribbon

3. ClickCreate Personal Art Kit.
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4. Type the desired name of the personalArt Kit, and clickOK.

5. ClickOK to accept the instruction dialog box.

Note: Once the Art Kit is created, Artisan opens the kit and you can start adding elements to it right from this
window. If you want to add elements later, you can do so byediting the art kit.
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How to Add Elements to Your Art Kit
The following elements can be added right from your Art Kit window:

Element Description

Import an image (Artisan supports allmajor image file types like .jpg, .png, .bmp, etc.) to
be used asa paper.

Import an image (Artisan supports allmajor image file types like .jpg, .png, .bmp, etc.) to
be used asan embellishment.

Insert a new shape by creating it from scratch in the Shape Editor. Or import an existing
shape (in .pash or .shape format).

Insert a new edge by creating it from scratch in the Shape Editor. Or import an existing
edge (in .pash or .shape format).

Insert a new shape by creating it from scratch in the Shape Editor. Or import an existing
corner (in .pash or .shape format).

Use the Color Picker to create a color.
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Add a Paper

1. Click on theContent Manager Ribbonof the PersonalArt Kit window.

2. Navigate to the desired image in theGet Imagesdialog box, and clickOpen.
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Note: You can repeat these steps to add asmanypapers as you like to your Art Kit. You can alsomulti-select
using the [CTRL] (non-contiguous) or [SHIFT] (contiguous) keys to insert multiple imagesat once.
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Add an Embellishment

1. Click on theContent Manager Ribbonof the PersonalArt Kit window.

2. Navigate to the desired image in theGet Imagesdialog box, and clickOpen.
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Note: You can repeat these steps to add asmanyembellishments as you like to your Art Kit. You can also
multi-select using the [CTRL] (non-contiguous) or [SHIFT] (contiguous) keys to insert multiple imagesat once.
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Create an Element from Scratch
You can create elements from shapes, edges, corners, and colors that you create right in your project. These elements
have special properties in Artisan, and are stored with specific file formats. Therefore, they can be created within Artisan
with the Shape Editor. This allowsyou to have a geniusmoment that you can recreate in future projects!

See "Working with Shapes" on page 186 for more information.
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CHAPTER 3Photos and Images

This chapter contains the following topics:

Working with Photos and Images 100

Adding a Photo to a Page 102

Using the Photo Panel 105

Placing Photoswith Drag and Drop 108

AddingMore Photos 109

Using the Short-Cut Menu 111

Touching Up a Photo 119

Converting Color to Monochrome 126

B&W 126

Sepia 129

Adjusting Color and Light 131

132

Hue and Saturation 132

Color Wash 134

Brightness 135

Balance 136

Temperature 137

Levels 138

Curves 140

Applying Filters 143

Artistic Filters 144

Edge Filters 146

Distortion Filters 147

Surface Filters 149

Stylize Filters 150

Working with Frames and Mats 153

About Frames 153
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Working with Photos and Images
Have you ever thought, “Wow, thiswould be a perfect photo if only it wasbrighter,” or, “I wish this picture were in blackand
white?” These typesof adjustments used to be left to the handsof digital darkroom experts.

With Artisan 5.0, you will be surprised at all the digital darkroom-like tools that you have at your fingertips—right from your
project. In fact, every photo that you insert is amere copyof the original, which increases the play factor immensely. If you
take those artsy adjustments a little too far (let’s face it, we all can), you can simply undo the adjustment or start over by
inserting the photo again from “scratch.”

The following samplesare just some of the adjustments you can apply to your photos right from the page:

Things you can do to a photo or image include:

Convert color photos to monochrome for impact (see " Converting Color to Monochrome" on page 126)

Adjust color and light to improve a photo or just for fun (see " Adjusting Color and Light" on page 131)

Apply filters for artsy effects likemake a photo look like a painting or sketch (see "Applying Filters" on page 143)

Touch up photos to compensate for poor lighting or focus (see " Touching Up a Photo" on page 119)
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Most of themenu choices for these taskswill be found on the , "Touchup Ribbon" on page 46, or "Photo Ribbon" on
page 47.
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Adding a Photo to a Page
When you add a photo to a page in your project, you have the choice of adding it as a free-floating photo or adding it to a
frame. One of the cool featuresof Artisan is the ability to manipulate and format framesandmats. So whenever possible,
insert a frame first (see Working with FramesandMats for more information).

To add a photo to your page from your computer, follow these steps:

1. With the target page open, select the frame to which you will add the photo.
Handlesappear around the frame and "Drop photo here" appears in the center.

2. From the Insert Ribbon, clickPhoto, From My Computer.
The File Open dialog boxappears.
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3. Search for and select a photo, then clickOpen.
The photo appears in the center of the frame.

See "Working with Photosand Images" on page 100 for information on formatting andmanipulating your photo now that it
is placed on the page.
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Note: Once a photo is added to a page, it becomespart of the project and a copy is placed in thePhotospanel.

Photos in the photo panel can be dragged and dropped right onto your project page. See "Using the Photo
Panel" on the facing page for more information.
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Using the Photo Panel
Photos can be added to your project at anypoint in the creation process. You can add photos:

At the beginning of the project when you are stepping through theCreate ProjectWizard

In themiddle of the project, downloading photos from your computer as you go

Both at the beginning and add as you go

Once a photo is added to your project, you can use thePhoto Panel to view, sort, add, or remove photos from your project.
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Panel
Control Description

Get pho-
tos

Accessa File Open dialog box to search your computer for more photos.

Arrange Allowsyou to sort your photosmanually—click and drag each photo to arrange. Or allowsyou to
arrange bydate/time the photo was taken—earliest first or latest first.

Show Allowsyou to controlwhich photos you are viewing. This option is helpful if you are working on a large
photo bookwith manypictures, as you can choose to show all photos, photosnot used, and photosalready
used. If you are working on a large poster collage, showing photoson this page is helpful.
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Panel
Control Description

Thumb-
nail Sizes

Click on the icons to increase or decrease the thumbnail size of the photos.

Note: For a nicemagnified view of a single photo, hover themouse pointer over the photo. You will also see file
details related to the photo.
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Placing Photos with Drag and Drop
Once a photo is part of your project, you can drag and drop a copyof it to anypage in your project.

To place a photo using drag and drop, follow these steps:

1. Open the target page on your workspace.

2. (Optional) Insert, place, and size the frame on your page (see Working with FramesandMats for more inform-
ation on frames).

3. Click thePhotos tab to the right of your workspace to open the PhotosPanel.

4. Use the scroll bar to scroll through your photos.
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5. Click and drag the desired photo from the PhotosPanel to the page—or to the frame.
The photo is placed.

Note: One of the benefits of using a frame is that Artisan will automatically center and size the photo. You can
resize, rearrange, and rotate the photo using the handles. You can alsomake changes like cropping, changing
the colors, applying fun filters, etc. See various sectionsof "Working with Photosand Images" on page 100 for
more information.

AddingMore Photos
You can addmore photos to your Photo Panel so that theyare readyat your "fingertips" within the project. This is helpful,
for instance, if you want to grab some shots from your daughter's iPhone after you already started your project!

To addmore photos to your Photo Panel, follow these steps:

1. With thePhoto Panelopen, click in the upper left corner, then Frommy computer.
The File Open dialog boxappears.
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2. Search for the location of the photos you want, then select them (use theSHIFT or CTRL keys tomulti-select).

3. ClickOpen.
The photosare added to your Photo Panel and are ready to be placed in your project.
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Using the Short-Cut Menu
There are a variety of other actions you can performwithin the Photo Panel. Select a photo and right-click to see the
Short-Cut Menu options.
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Menu
Option Description

Add photo
to page in
a new
frame

Adds the photo to the open page in a frame. The orientation (landscape or portrait) will be decided auto-
matically based on the photo orientation.
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Menu
Option Description

Make this
photo the
back-
ground

Fills the whole page with the photo. You can then add some fun effects to the photo tomake it "fade away"
for a designer look. See " Adjusting Color and Light" on page 131 or "Applying Filters" on page 143 for
more information. Note: if your background is locked, you will receive the followingmessage:

Just follow the instructions for unlocking the background on theElementsPanel, and try again.
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Menu
Option Description

Fill the
selected
element
with this
photo

Youmust have an element on the page selected for thismenu option to be enabled. The selected ele-
ment will fill with the photo.

See the section "Working with Elements" on page 167 for more information on shapesand text.
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Menu
Option Description

Preview Providesa closer lookat your photo in a preview window.
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Menu
Option Description

Edit using
the Image
Editor

Invokes the Image Editor, allowing you tomake adjustments to the photo.

See various topics in the "Working with Photosand Images" on page 100 for more information.

Rotate Allowsyou to rotate the photo in the Photo Panel.
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Menu
Option Description

Duplicate
this photo

Makesa copyof the photo and places the copyat the bottom of the Photo Panel.

Remove
photo from
this list

Removes the photo from the Photo Panel.

Paste Allowsyou to paste a photo from theWindowsClipboard (if you copied a photo from somewhere else).
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Menu
Option Description

Properties Displaysa dialog boxwith more than information than you probablywant to know about the photo!
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Touching Up a Photo
Sometimesyou want a quick fix for a photo, like lightening up the subject or smudging out the stranger in the background. If
you want to make an adjustment to an area of a photo without affecting the whole image, the TouchupRibbon is your "go-
to" for menu choices that willmake those quick corrections.

To touch up a photo, follow these steps:

1. Add the photo to the page—either with or without a frame (See " Adding a Photo to a Page" on page 102 for more
information).

2. Make sure the photo is selected, and click the Touchup Ribbon.
The Touchup ribbonmenusare enabled.

Note: If a photo is not selected, all ribbonmenusexceptNew Canvaswill be unavailable.

3. Click the desiredmenu to touch up your photo.
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Note: Youmayget amessage asking you to flatten the image:

If you are finished sizing, zooming and centering the photo, clickOK. See " Arranging Elements on a Page" on
page 219 for more information about flattening images.

Menu Description

New can-
vas

Allowsyou to free-form draw anywhere on the page.
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Menu Description

Paint Allowsyou to free-form draw anywhere on the selected photo or image.

Clone Allowsyou to pick an area of the image to copy. This feature is nice for masking out an area of a photo (e.g.,
a stranger in the background of a vacation photo).
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Menu Description

Smudge Allowsyou to smudge the colors of an area of a photo or image.

Lighten Allowsyou to lighten an area of a photo or image.
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Menu Description

Darken Allowsyou to darken an area of the photo or image.

Blur Allowsyou to blur an area of the photo or image.
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Menu Description

Colorize Allowsyou to add a color "filter" over an area of the photo or image.

Increase
Color

Allowsyou to increase the color saturation of an area of the photo or image.
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Menu Description

Decreas-
e Color

Allowsyou to decrease the color saturation of an area of the photo or image (e.g., converts to shadesof
gray).

Erase Allowsyou to erase an area of the photo or image.
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Converting Color to Monochrome
Artisan has twomonochrome styles in which you can convert your color image; black&white and sepia.

Both of these styles contain preset optionsaswell as customizable options for when you are feeling especially artistic!

B&W
You can convert any image to blackand white with shadesof gray. Artisan providesmultiple options for your conversion,
each with a preview before you commit.

To convert to black&white, follow these steps:

1. Select the photo or image you want to convert.

2. Click Image->B&W.
The Convert Color to BlackandWhite dialog boxappears.
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Methods Description

Standard tele-
visionmethod

Automatically converts to black, white & graywithout offering further settings to adjust.

Select examples Provides several previewsof preset settings to choose from.
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Methods Description

Hue adjustments Displays sliders to adjust each color family, based on the original color photo. As you adjust the
sliders, the preview shows the gray conversion for that color family (reds, yellows, greens, cyans,
bluesandmagentas).

Color channel
(RGB) adjust-
ments

Displays sliders to adjust each color group, based on the original color photo. As you adjust the
sliders, the preview shows the gray conversion for that color group (red, green, blue).
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Methods Description

Infrared film
effect

Displayshalo, blur, blend and grain options.

3. Click theConvert usingmethod you want and adjust the related settings.

4. ClickOK.

Note: You can undo a series of settingsusing theUndo button on theHomeRibbon.

Sepia
You can convert any image from color to reddish-brown tones—withmultiple options. This lookgives your page an old-
fashioned feel, as if you are working with a historic photo.

To convert to Sepia, follow these steps:

1. Select the photo or image you want to convert.
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2. Click Image->Sepia.
The image converts.
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Adjusting Color and Light
TheColor and Light section of the ImageRibbon containsmanyoptions that allow you to fine-tune your photosor images
to blend in better with your page design and color scheme, or to "pop" and call attention to the image.

Steps to adjust the color and light settingsof a photo or image:

1. Select the photo or image on your page.

2. Click the Image Ribbon.

3. Click on the desiredmenu option:

"Hue and Saturation" on the next page

"Color Wash" on page 134

"Brightness" on page 135

"Balance" on page 136

"Temperature" on page 137

"Levels" on page 138

"Curves" on page 140
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Hue and Saturation
In simple terms, a hue is a true color on amixing wheel or rainbow (e.g., red, orange, yellow, green, blue, violet). Colors in
images can be adjusted so that redsaremore orange-red, and greensmore blue-green.

Saturation can be thought of asa range from pure color (100%, vivid) to gray (0%, dull).

We have all heard the term, "a picture doesnot do it justice." The hue and saturation levels of colors that we experience in
nature is hard to replicate in a photo. Artisan gives you these tools to allow you to get the colors in your photosor images to
look their best!
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Settings Description

Hue Click and drag the slider across the color spectrum to effect the overall hue of the image.

More colors Invokes theColor Picker so that you can choose a hue from the palette. See the section
"Using the Color Picker" on page 180 for more information about the color picker.

Sample color from
screen

Uses the dropper tool to allow you to "pick up" a color from the image to use as the hue
model.

Brightness Adjusts the overall lightnessor darknessof the image.
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ColorWash
You can add a wash of color over your entire image, adding a creative touch and possibly either make the image blend in
with the page's color palette, or making it "pop" byusing a contrasting color. You can even create an "AndyWarhol" effect
by having a page of copiesof the same image with multiple washes!
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Settings Description

Hue Click and drag the slider across the color spectrum to effect the overall hue of the image.

More colors Invokes theColor Picker so that you can choose a hue from the palette. See the section
"Using the Color Picker" on page 180 for more information about the color picker.

Sample color from
screen

Uses the dropper tool to allow you to "pick up" a color from the image to use as the hue
model.

Brightness Adjusts the overall lightnessor darknessof the image.

Brightness
The amount of light in your image can be adjusted with the Brightness settings. This can be helpful to brighten or darken a
photo that wasunderexposed or overexposed.
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Settings Description

Contrast Adjusts the difference between light and dark areasof an image. Contrast determines the
number of shades in the image.

Brightness Adjusts the relative lightnessand darknessof an image, determining the intensity of colors.

Highlights Adjusts the brightest parts of an image.

Midtones Adjusts the overall lightnessor darknessof the image.

Shadows Adjusts the darkest parts of an image, and the degree of detail that is discernible in those
dark portions.

Balance
You can adjust the color balancesof your image. For example, sometimespictures taken indoorswith a flash can appear
washed in yellow or orange.With the Balancemenu, you can balance one hue to it's complimentary hue; cyan/red or yel-
low/blue to achieve a color more true to the original subject.
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Settings Description

Color balance Each slider is balanced between two complimentary hues.

Click and drag each slider and watch the preview for the desired change.

Temperature
An image's temperature is the amount of warm colors (reds/yellows) versus the amount of cool colors (blues/purples) that
the image displaysoverall. The Temperaturemenu ismuch like changing the color balance of the image, without the
guesswork. This feature is nice when skin tones in a photo look too pinkor too blue.
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Settings Description

Color temperature The slider is balanced between warm and cool.

Click and drag the slider until the preview has the desired look.

Maintain white Leave checked (on) to keep the white from adjusting.

Levels
Sometimesan image appears too dark or too bright. If you want precise control over the adjustment, use the Levelsmenu.
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Settings Description

Light levels The light levels interactive diagram showsyou the levels of light for each of the color hues (red,
green, and blue). Just click each block to see the light representation for each hue (the gray
blockeffects all hues):

The sliders appear at the bottom of the diagram as triangles:

Click and drag the triangles (themiddle one canmove independently) until your preview has
the desired look.

Curves
TheColor Curvesmenu intensifies or fadesoverall color in an element. Using curvesachievesan overall shift in shadows,
midtones, and highlights. This feature is fun to playwith for creative touches like fading out an image to serve asa back-
ground layer or border.
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Settings Description

Color curves The color curves interactive diagram showsyou the levels of color intensity for each of the
color hues (red, green, and blue). Just click each block to see the color intensity rep-
resentation for each hue (the grayblockeffects all hues):

Click and drag on the line - curving the line horizontally and vertically- until your preview has
the desired look.
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Applying Filters
Here iswhere you can get really artsywith your photos! Filters canmake your special photosor imagesevenmore unique
byadding fun effects to change themood or feeling of the image. Some filters even seem to add a texture, as if you inser-
ted a painting or mosaic right into your Artisan project. Available filter categories are:

" Artistic Filters" on the next page

"Edge Filters" on page 146

"Distortion Filters" on page 147

"Surface Filters" on page 149

"Stylize Filters" on page 150

The best way to decide on a filter is trial and error (i.e., play around)! One filter might do really amazing things to one photo,
while completely "missing the boat" with another. The following image illustrates the same photo with various filters
applied.

Each filter effect is illustrated using the following original image:
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Artistic Filters

Artistic Filter Example

Diffuse Glow

Rough Painting
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Artistic Filter Example

Oil Painting

Angled Spray

Fractal Map

Note: Every filter has setting that can be customized; usually sliders that can be clicked and dragged to
increase or decrease an effect. Always view the preview for a peekat what the final image will look like with the
filter applied. Remember, if you don't like the finished result, you can always chooseUndo from theHome Rib-
bon to get your original image back. If multiple filters have been tried and you want to start from "scratch," you
can chooseReplace from thePhoto Ribbon and re-insert the original.
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Edge Filters

Edge Filter Example

Alpha Gradient

Soften Edges

Draw Edges

3D Edge

Note: Remember, if you don't like the finished result, you can always chooseUndo from theHome Ribbon to
get your original image back. If multiple filters have been tried and you want to start from "scratch," you can
chooseReplace from thePhoto Ribbon and re-insert the original.
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Distortion Filters

Distortion Filter Example

Vibrations

Rippled Glass

Ocean Waves
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Distortion Filter Example

Old Glass

Water Drop

Sphereize

Swirl
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Note: Remember, if you don't like the finished result, you can always chooseUndo from theHome Ribbon to
get your original image back. If multiple filters have been tried and you want to start from "scratch," you can
chooseReplace from thePhoto Ribbon and re-insert the original.

Surface Filters

Surface Filter Example

Texture

Frosted Glass

Film Grain
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Surface Filter Example

Mosaic Tiles (4)

Mosaic Tiles (6)

Note: Remember, if you don't like the finished result, you can always chooseUndo from theHome Ribbon to
get your original image back. If multiple filters have been tried and you want to start from "scratch," you can
chooseReplace from thePhoto Ribbon and re-insert the original.

Stylize Filters

Stylize Filter Example

Emboss
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Stylize Filter Example

Posterize

Palettize

Threshold

Single Color
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Stylize Filter Example

Invert

Show Edges

Note: Remember, if you don't like the finished result, you can always chooseUndo from theHome Ribbon to
get your original image back. If multiple filters have been tried and you want to start from "scratch," you can
chooseReplace from thePhoto Ribbon and re-insert the original.
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Working with Frames and Mats
Framesandmats in Artisan can be compared to physical framesandmats. The frame is really the structure that holds the
photo, while themat is decorative.

About Frames
The frame is really the foundation of your page composition. Use a frame asa starting point for the page. In fact, Artisan
project templatesall have framesarranged on the pages in which you insert photos. Framesstayput on your page, which
is the biggest advantage of using them. Once your frame is inserted, sized and positioned, and formatted with fun effects,
you can switch out the photos seamlessly as your creative genius flows!

How to Insert a Frame

1. View the page in your workspace.
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2. From the Insert ribbon, click .
The frame appears in the center of your page.
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Note: Once you size and position your frame, you can drop photos into it right from your Photospane. You can
try out different photosor images in that same frame asmany timesas you like until you get the right one!

Frame Effects

You can add fun visual effects to your frames. Anyphotos that are switched out in the framewill take on the effects.
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You can add frame effects from the Format or Photo ribbons, usingSelect or Custom.

How to Add Select Effects to a Frame

1. Select the target frame.
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Note: It is best to have a photo placed in the frame so you can see if you like how the frame effects lookwith the
rest of your page design.

1. From the Format ribbon,Effects section, click .
The Select Content dialog boxappears.
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2. Choose the effect you want from the Frames tab, and clickSelect Content.
The frame effect appears on your page.

Note: To try out a different frame effect, repeat the stepsand choose another effect. You can also remove the
frame effect by clicking

.
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How to Add a Custom Effect to a Frame

1. Select the target frame.

2. From the Format ribbon,Effects section, click .
The Framesand Effects pane appears.

3. Choose an effect.
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Custom
Effect Description

frame cutout
mat

bevel cut mat

old-fashioned
effect
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Custom
Effect Description

drop shadow

inside shadow

blend layer
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Custom
Effect Description

mask layer

effects from an
art kit

About Mats

Matsare the wayyou can decorate the edgesof your photosafter theyhave been added to a frame. Just asa physical
photo can have layeredmats for visual effects, so can your Artisan photos.
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How to Add a Mat to a Frame

1. Select the frame/photo to which you want to add amat.

2. From thePhoto ribbon, Frames section, click .
TheMat pane opens.
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3. Follow the instructionson the diagram below to select your mat options.

Themat appears on the page.
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CHAPTER 4Working with Elements

This chapter contains the following topics:

Working with Elements 167

Working with Colors and Fills 168

Understanding Color Palettes 168

The Color Picker 169

Understanding Fills 169

How to Fill with a New Color 171

How to Sample a Color 172

How to Fill with a Gradient 174

How to Fill with a Paper 177

Using the Color Picker 180

Working with Shapes 186

Inserting a Standard Shape 186

Inserting a Shape from a Font Kit 189

Working with Cuts 195

Selecting an Element to Cut 195

How to Select 195

How to Cut a Straight Line 199

How to Cut Shapes 201

How to Cut a Text Outline 203

How toMake a CustomCut 204

How to Cut Corners 207

How toMakeGrid Cuts 211

Working with Shadows 215

How to Add a Shadow to an Element 215

Arranging Elements on a Page 219

Working with the ElementsPanel 219

Working with ArrangeMenus 220

Working with Formatting Options 225
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What AreMyOptions? 225

Using Text to Format an Element 226

Applying a Stroke to an Element 231

Working with Calendars 235

How to Insert a Calendar Element 236

How to Add SpecialDatesand Images to a Calendar 238

Working with Other Elements 243

Insert a Line 243

Outline a Shape 245

Create a Rubber Stamp Effect 248

Create a Calendar 252
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Working with Elements
Most projects that you create will have pre-defined pageswith elements that you can "play" with. That is, elements in
Artisan can bemanipulated, layered, edited, and decorated. Fun is the name of the gamewhen it comes to customizing
elements in your projects.Whether you like to create things from scratch that enhance your pages, or you just enjoy tweak-
ing a paper or embellishment that someone else created, the featuresdescribed in this section will allow you to release
your inner artisan!

Various typesof elements included in Artisan include:

Text—see "Working with Text" on page 254 for details

Shapes—see "Working with Shapes" on page 186 for details

Lines—see "Working with Other Elements" on page 243 for details

Stamps—see "Working with Other Elements" on page 243 for details

Calendars—see "Working with Other Elements" on page 243 for details

Cuts—see "Working with Cuts" on page 195 for details
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Working with Colors and Fills
You can fill anyelement or shape that is created within Artisan with a color, gradient, or paper fill. These optionsare found
in the Fill section of the Format ribbon.

Themost likely time that you will use colors and fills is right after you have inserted and placed

Understanding Color Palettes
Similar to painting in your studio (we all have one of those, right?), each project in Artisan hasa set of colors, or palette.
Thinkof the palette as the paints that you have open and are currently using. But just like working in a physical studio, you
can alwaysopenmore! The important thing to remember about your colors is that your project's theme colors are con-
tained in the Art Kit(s) that you are using for your project. You can grab colors from asmanyart kits as you want, adding as
you go.
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In addition to your theme colors, there are default palettes that mayappear, depending on what you have selected to view.
Standard,Skin andHair colors appear onmost screens, and there are other standard palettes, depending on what is
selected.

The Color Picker
All color applications in Artisan use a tool called the Color Picker to choose, edit, or create colors. See "Using the Color
Picker" on page 180 for general information.

Understanding Fills
There are two typesof fills that you can use on an element or shape;GradientandPaper fills. Gradient fillswill fill the object
with two or more colors blended from one to another, in a simple pattern of your choosing:
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Paper fills are a fun way to fill an element or shape with an existing image. They can add a very "designer" look to your pro-
jects. For example, a photomat can be filled with a paper that coordinateswith the theme.
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Like colors, paper fills can be grabbed from anyof your art kits and added into your project as you go.

Note: The sectionWorking with Content Manager has instructionsand tips for organizing your art so you can
find the look you want fast and easily.

How to Fill with a New Color
1. Select the element in which you want to fill.

Note: Only simple images can be filled. If you try to fill a complex image, you will be prompted byArtisan to flat-
ten the image. See Flattening an Image for more information.

2. Click the Format ribbon tab, then clickColor from the Fill section.
TheColor Picker appears, listing the available colors.
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3. Scroll through the list of available colors and click the one you want.
The color is applied immediately—no need for a preview.

4. (Optional) Select other choices to see them applied to the element.

5. ClickOK once you are satisfied with the color.

How to Sample a Color
Apowerful color option that youmay find yourself using often isColor Sampling. This option allowsyou to copya color from
something on your page (e.g., photo, paper, embellishment) andmake that color part of the project's palette. This takes
the guessworkout of color matching. If only copying that powder room color that you loved from last spring's home show
wasso easy!

To sample a color from the page, follow these steps:

1. Select the element containing the color you want to sample.

Note: Only simple images can be filled. If you try to fill a complex image, you will be prompted byArtisan to flat-
ten the image. See Flattening an Image for more information.

2. Click the Format ribbon tab, then clickColor from the Fill section.
TheColor Picker appears, listing the available colors.
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3. Click theSample tool (eyedropper) andmove themouse around the image you want to copy.
Asyou passover different colors, theyare displayed in the sample box.

4. Click on the color you want.
The color fills the Current Color boxand the element on the page.

5. (Optional) If it's not quite the right color, click the Sample tool and repeat.
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6. ClickOK.
The color is applied to the element and added to the project's palette.

How to Fill with a Gradient
1. Select the element in which you want to fill.

Note: Only simple images can be filled. If you try to fill a complex image, you will be prompted byArtisan to flat-
ten the image. See Flattening an Image for more information.

1. Click the Format ribbon tab, then clickGradient from the Fill section.
TheGradient dialog boxappears, listing the available gradient options.
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Option Description

TwoColor Allowsyou to choose two colors to blend. Each color must be selected separately (clickOK to
select the second color).

Straight Allowsyou to choose two or more colors to blend in a straight pattern. Click the tabson the
slider to pick a color for each. You can also add new tabs. TheMore BlendOptionsallowsyou
to choose from pre-designed blends.
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Option Description

Radial Allowsyou to choose two or more colors to blend from the center out in a circle pattern. Click
the tabson the slider to pick a color for each. You can also add new tabs. TheMore Blend
Optionsallowsyou to choose from pre-designed blends.

Rectangle Allowsyou to choose two or more colors to blend from the center out in a rectangle pattern.
Click the tabson the slider to pick a color for each. You can also add new tabs. TheMore
BlendOptionsallowsyou to choose from pre-designed blends.
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How to Fill with a Paper
Apaper is an image file that will serve as the fill for the element you select. Images that contain just colors and patterns
make the best paper fills.

A collection of image files intended for use aspaperswill typically comewith anyart kits that you purchase. You can also
import images into your project to use aspapers, asArtisan allowsyou to use any type of image file asa paper—even a
photo.

To fill your element with a paper, perform the following steps:

1. Select the element in which you want to fill.

Note: Only simple images can be filled. If you try to fill a complex image, you will be prompted byArtisan to flat-
ten the image. Flattening allowsyou to reduce the layers of two or more elements to a single layer for format-
ting purposes. ClickYes to flatten image. You can also flatten an image byClicking theHome ribbon, and
choosing Flatten from theArrange section.

2. Click the Format ribbon tab, then clickPaper from the Fill section.
Adrop-downmenu appears.
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Menu Option Description

FromArt Kit Choose a paper that is bundled with one of your commercial or personal art kits. Thinkof the dialog
boxas similar to functionality asa File,Open dialog box in other Windowsapplications. You can
search your Content Manager for the papers you have. See the " Content Manager Overview" on
page 64 section for more information on where and how papers are stored in Artisan.

FromMyCom-
puter

Choose an image file stored on your computer.

Paste Thismenu choice is available if you have an image copied to the Clipboard.

3. Select the drop-downmenu to search for the desired paper.
The paper fills the selected element on your page.
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Note: For more information on browsingContent Manager or purchasing Art Kits from the store, see "How to
Create an Art Kit" on page 90 in the Content Manager section.
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Using the Color Picker

TheColor Picker allowsyou to choose an existing color, create a color from scratch, or copya color from an ele-
ment (i.e., paper or embellishment). Choicesare saved within the active (opened) art kit.
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Menu Description

List The list section contains a number of colors to choose from based on the available colors in the active
(opened) art kit, and where in the application you are.Standard,Skin andHair colors appear onmost
screens, if you are editing the color of the text on a page, one of the listswill beColors on this page. This
lists all the colors currently in use on the page. In addition youmaysee a list of colors from your current
theme.
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Menu Description

Sample Allowsyou to "lift" a color from an existing element and save a copy for future projects. This is a great tool
for building a custom color palette that coordinateswith your favorite embellishments.
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Menu Description

RGB Allowsyou to create a custom color from scratch bymanipulating the color model of red, green, and blue
combinations. If you know the values you want, you can enter them, or you can use the slider to adjust the
valuesand see a preview in real‐time. You can use theSample color tool to get a starting point.
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Menu Description

HSB Allowsyou to create a custom color from scratch bymanipulating the color model of hue, saturation, and
brightness combinations. If you know the values you want, you can enter them, or you can use the slider to
adjust the valuesand see a preview in real‐time. You can use theSample color tool to get a starting point.

Note: Renaming a color can be helpfulwhen you are working with various shadesof colors in the same family
(e.g., purples). Or if you decide to keep colors consistent among a certain type of page element in your project
(e.g., light purple for quotes, dark purple for picture captions).
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Working with Shapes
The Shape Editor is accessed when you create or edit a shape, edge, or corner. The Shape Editor Ribbon consists of 3
sections; Insert Figures, Edit, and Positioning. The tools all perform the same functions regardlessof the element that you
are working with. The difference is that the workspace is custom-configured for each element to helpmake your design
processa little easier.

Inserting a Standard Shape
To access the Shape Editor to create an element:

1. Open theArt Kit to which you want to create the element.

2. ClickShape,Edge, or Corner on the Content Ribbon.

3. Click Insert a New Shape (or edge, or corner). The Shape Editor appears.
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Ribbon Button Description

Rectangle Createsa rectangle in the workspace with selection handles for editing.

Elipse Createsa circle in the workspace with selection handles for editing.

Custom Changes themouse pointer to a cross-hair which allowsyou to place "connect-the-
dots" points as you draw. Also, the Complete button is activated. Just click it to finalize
the shape.

Complete Usewith a custom shape. Clickwhen you are finished creating dots that connect into
the shape you want.

Undo Undo the last action.

Redo Redo and action that wasundone.

Duplicate Createsa copyof the selected shape.

Delete Deletes the selected shape.

Locked Locksa shape from edits or positioning.

Unlocked Unlocksa shape from edits or positioning.
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Ribbon Button Description

Blend Usewithmultiple shapeson the workspace. Options control how the shapes interact
together to form the final shape.

Move to front Usewithmultiple shapes. Places the selected shape in front of the others.

Move to back Usewithmultiple shapes. Places the selected shape in backof the others.

Rotate Options Rotatesor flips the selected shape.

1. Use the appropriateRibbon Button to create andmodify your shape.

2. ClickOK.

Shape Editor- Create a Shape
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Inserting a Shape from a Font Kit
You can insert fun symbols that youmayalreadybe familiar with fromworking withWindowsapplicationsover the years.
These symbol-shapesare stored in Font Kits (seeManaging Fonts for more information on the different font kits).
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1. View the page you want to insert the font-symbol.

2. From the Insert ribbon,Content section, click .

3. ClickFrom art kit on the sub-menu.
TheContent Viewer appears.
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4. Follow the instructionson the diagram below to find and insert your desired symbol-shape.

Note: Once your shape is placed on the page, you can decorate it with many formatting options. See "Working
with Colors and Fills" on page 168 and "Working with Other Elements" on page 243 for more information.

Shape Editor- Create anEdge
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Shape Editor- Create a Corner
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Working with Cuts
If you have been scrapbooking for a long time, youmayhave some fancypunchesor cutters in your craft room. Artisan
gives you a collection of cutters that you can use on elements that are alreadyplaced on your page.

Just like your steel craft room cutters, Artisan's cutters can be taken out and put away. But unlike physical cutters, if you
make a "bad" cut you can cancel out and do it over!

You canmake the following cut types in Artisan:

"How to Cut a Straight Line" on page 199

"How to Cut Shapes" on page 201

"How to Cut a Text Outline" on page 203

"How toMake a CustomCut" on page 204

"How to Cut Corners" on page 207

"How toMakeGrid Cuts" on page 211

Selecting an Element to Cut
Before you apply a cut of course, you first must select the element to cut. But not all selecting is created equal! In addition to
specialized cutters, Artisan equips you with selection tools so you can get pretty detailed with applying custom cuts.

How to Select
How to use each selecting tool is described in the diagramsbelow.
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Selection
Tool Description

Allowsyou to choose a shape for your selection.

The blinkingmarquise around your selection indicates it is ready for the next step (cut or copy).

Allowsyou tometiculously trace your selection.

The blinkingmarquise around your selection indicates it is ready for the next step (cut or copy).
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Selection
Tool Description

Selects like-objectswithin your selection. It is a quickway to select around a jagged-edged element, as
you will not have tometiculously trace the edge.

The blinkingmarquise around your selection indicates it is ready for the next step (cut or copy).

Allowsyou to deselect a selection attempt. Use this option to try the selection again if it did not turn out
asexpected.
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Note: Once you have completed your selection, you can use theCut/Copy tool to apply a cut.
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How to Cut a Straight Line
1. Select the element that you want to cut (embellishment, photo, or shape).

2. From theCut ribbon, click

3. Click on a straight cut sub-menu and select the desired options.

Option Description

Straight
Edge

Cuts a straight edge across the element. You can choose which part of the element remainson the page.
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Option Description

Blended
Edge

Cuts a blended edge across the element. You can choose which part of the element remainson the page.

Paper
Rip

Cuts a ripped edge across the element with both parts of the element remaining on the page.
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Option Description

Shaped
Edge

Cuts a shaped edge of your choosing across the element with both parts of the element remaining on the
page.

How to Cut Shapes
1. Select the element that you want to cut (embellishment, photo, or shape).
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2. From theCut ribbon, click .
TheCut Shapespane opens.

3. Follow the steps in the diagram above to complete your cut.
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How to Cut a Text Outline
1. Select the element that you want to cut (embellishment, photo, or shape).

2. From theCut ribbon, click .
TheCut Text pane opens.
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Note: Youmaybe prompted to flatten the image. If so, clickOK. See " Arranging Elements on a Page" on
page 219 for more information.

3. Follow the steps in the diagram below to complete your cut.

How toMake a Custom Cut
TheCustomCutter allowsyou to create your own shape or trace around an existing shape. Use it to trace a silhouette or
outline an element of photo.

Tomake a custom cut, follow these steps:
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1. Select the element that you want to cut (embellishment, photo, or shape).

2. From theCut ribbon, click .

3. Click on a straight cut sub-menu and select a sub menu option and follow the instructions in the diagramsbelow.
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Sub
menu Description

Cut out
a
straight
path

Allowsyou to draw a shape using straight lines to "connect the dots."
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Sub
menu Description

Cut out
a
curved
path

Allowsyou to draw a shape using curved lines to "connect the dots."

How to Cut Corners
TheCorners cutter allows you to "snip" the corners of photosusing different style cuts, as if you were attaching them to a
physical page. You can use this feature on anyelement.

To cut corners on a photo follow these steps:
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1. Select the element that you want to cut (embellishment, photo, or shape).

2. From theCut ribbon, click .
TheCut Corners pane opens.
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3. Follow the steps in the diagram below to complete your cut.

The selected corner appears.
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4. Click and drag theSize of corner slide bar to the desired size (watch preview to observe your adjustment).

5. ClickOK.
The corner cuts are applied to the photo on the page.
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How toMakeGrid Cuts
TheGrid cutter allows you to slice an element into equally-sized squares. This feature createsa stunning effect on photos,
but like all cutters can be used on anyelement.

Tomake a grid cut, follow these steps:

1. Select the element that you want to cut (embellishment, photo, or shape).
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2. From theCut ribbon, click .
TheCut Grid pane opens.

3. Follow the steps in the diagram below to complete your cut.
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The photo is sliced into a grid on the page.

Note: Whenworking with grid cuts, Artisan will convert the photo frame to either a square or rectangle,
depending on the grid pattern you choose.
Also, each slice is now a separate element. If you decide you want to move or size the pieces together, you can
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use your SHIFT key tomulti-select all the pieces.
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Working with Shadows
Shadowscan be added to anyelement on your page to give it a three-dimensional effect, including text and photo frames.

How to Add a Shadow to an Element
1. Select the element (if you want to add shadows tomore than one element at a time, use theSHIFT key tomulti-

select).
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2. From the Format ribbon,Shadows section, click the shadow type you want to apply.

Shadow
Type Description
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Shadow
Type Description
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Shadow
Type Description

Note: You can remove a shadow byclicking
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Arranging Elements on a Page
Just like decorating your home for a holidaygathering, everything on your page hasa place. But sometimesyou can have
somuch arranged, that if you add onemore element suddenly the balance is off. Or maybe you thought of a better way to
group things to save space or to draw attention to an area. Or did you get "carried away" in the design processand have so
much stuff piled up, you can't even reach the oneson the bottom.

Besides the click-and-dragmethod, Artisan equips you with several tools to help you arrange and re-arrange elements on
a page:

ElementsPanel—an area of the screen dedicated to ordering your elements

Arrangemenus—a section of the Home ribbon dedicated to arranging elements

Working with the Elements Panel
The area to the left of the workspace called theElementsPaneland lists every element that you have placed on the page.

Just like placing decorationson a party table, elements are ordered—something is alwayson top of another thing. Even if
the elements look like theyare side by side on the page, Artisan recognizes their order according to the order you inserted
them. The ElementsPanel lists things in descending order. The last thing you placed on the page is at the top of the list. All
the wayat the bottom, naturally, is the background.

You can re-order elements in the list and their order will change on the page, and vice versa.
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Elements Panel Icons

Icon Function

Eye

Click to hide or unhide the element on the page. The element will still remain part of the pro-
ject. This is helpful for getting an element out of the way temporarilywhile making adjust-
ments to another.

Lock

Click to lockor unlockan element on the page. Elements that are locked cannot bemoved or
edited. This is helpful for avoiding unintended adjustments to an element.

Working with ArrangeMenus
The Arrange section of menusappears on the Home ribbon.
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Menu Description

Align Allowsyou to align two or more elementswith each other. To useAlign options, youmust use your SHIFT key
to select two or more elements on the page. Artisan will use the last-selected element as the guide for align-
ing.
Options include:
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Menu Description

Order Allowsyoumove an element forward or backward one layer at a time, or jump to the front or backof the
stack. UseOrder to create the layering that puts featured items, like text, on top.

Group Allowsyou to group two or more elements together so that they can bemoved, sized and layered asone
entity.
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Menu Description

Flatten Allowsyou to reduce the layers of two or more elements to a single layer. Use Flatten on two or more ele-
mentswhen you want Artisan to treat them asa single image for formatting purposes.
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Menu Description

Rotate Allowsyou to rotate or flip an element. Use Rotate when you want an embellishment to face another other dir-
ection.
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Working with Formatting Options
Once you have created or inserted an element onto your page, you havemanyoptions to decorate—or format—that ele-
ment. Formatting options can be accessed either on the Format ribbon, by right-clickmenus, or from theQuickToolbar.

What AreMy Options?
To see what is available for the element you want to decorate, first select it. The following diagram illustrateshow to then
get to your formatting choices.

Some fun formats that youmaywant to apply to an element include:

"Using Text to Format an Element" on the next page

"Applying a Stroke to an Element" on page 231
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Using Text to Format an Element
Text can be used asa special formatting technique to an element that alreadyexists on your page. Artisan allowsyou to
either fill the element with text of your choosing, or make it wrap around the element.
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1. Select the element to which you want to apply the text format.
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2. From the Format ribbon,Element section click .
The Text Layout pane opens.

3. Choose a layout style and associated options. Follow instructions for each on the following diagrams.
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Layout
Style Description

Fill the
shape
with
text
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Layout
Style Description

Position
text
along
the
shape
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Layout
Style Description

Applying a Stroke to an Element
A stroke is basically a fancy line style that outlines the element. Sometimesyou will want to make the outline disappear.
Then there are other occasionswhen you will want the outline of an element to pop! That'swhere strokes come in.
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1. Select the element to which you want to apply the stroke format.
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2. From the Format ribbon,Element section click .
The Stroke pane opens.

3. Follow the directions in the diagram below to complete your stroke.

Note: Once you apply a stroke, it becomespart of that element. If you copyor save the element to an art kit, the
new strokes copyand save aswell.
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Working with Calendars
For the grandparent who haseverything, what could bemore appreciated then a calendar full of picturesof favorite grand-
children?With Artisan, you can turn a photo bookproject into a functional gift by adding amonthly calendar to each page.
Or, if you prefer, create a calendar project from scratch from one of the Artisan calendar templates.

You can also placemultiple monthson a single page
for a quarterly or yearly calendar poster. Artisan is smart enough to plug in the dates so you can focuson the fun design fea-
tures!
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How to Insert a Calendar Element
1. Open the page you want to insert the calendar element.

2. From the Insert ribbon, click .
The calender element appears and is ready to format.

3. From theCalendar pane, select your desired calendar options.
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Note: You can alwaysusemagnify the view of your workspace as you choose options.

Option Description

Month Choose themonth and year for the calendar element. Dateswill populate automatically.

Border Adjust your border width and color. You can also choose none (top of the list) for no border.

Margin Adjust the size of the space between the border and the calendar days.

Fill color Invokes the Color Picker to allow you to fill the spacesbetween the dayswith a color or pat-
tern (see "Working with Colors and Fills" on page 168 for more information).

Remove fill Removes the fill that was just placed.

Show title Allowsyou to choose a calendar title of just month,month and year, or no title at all.

Layout Allowsyou to place the calendar title on the top, left, bottom, or right.
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4. ClickCreate.
The calendar settingsare saved and appear on your page.

How to Add Special Dates and Images to a Calendar
Once your calendar is inserted, you can add special datesor images to it for an evenmore personalized touch. To add a
date or image follow these steps:

1. Double-click the calendar element.
The Edit Calendar Cell dialog boxappears.
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2. Click the date to which you want to add text and/or an image.
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3. (Optional) ClickAdd Image to Cell.
TheGet Photosdialog boxappears.
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4. Navigate to and select the photo you want to insert and clickOpen.
The image appears in the Preview section.
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5. ClickOK.
The text and image appear in the target date on the calendar.

Note: You can repeat the steps to add text and images tomore than one special date, or you can add them all
from theEdit Calendar Celldialog box. Just click on each date while the box is open.
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Working with Other Elements
Artisan contains some artistic elements that you can create from the Insert ribbon,Other Elements section.

Other elements include:

"Insert a Line" below

"Outline a Shape" on page 245

"Create a Rubber Stamp Effect" on page 248

"Create a Calendar" on page 252

Note: After you have had fun with creating other elements, you can save your ingenious creations in an art kit
for future projects. See "How to Create an Art Kit" on page 90 for more information.

Insert a Line
Sometimesyoumaywant the flexibility of inserting a straight or curved line, or maybe even a freehand drawing onto your
page.

1. View the target page in yourWorkspace.

2. From the Insert ribbon,Other Elements section click .

3. Select a line type from the submenu and follow the instructions in a diagram below.
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Sub
menu Description

Freehand
Drawing

Straight
Path or
Line
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Sub
menu Description

Curved
Path or
Line

Outline a Shape
TheOutline a Shape feature will create an outline of a selected element. Thinkof it as a silhouette copy.
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1. Select the element for which you want to create an outline.
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2. From the Insert ribbon,Other Elements section, click .
The selected element is copied into a solid shape.
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Note: You can now decorate your new shape with a fill (e.g., color, paper, photo). See "Working with Colors
and Fills" on page 168 for more information. You can alsomake copieswith different colors and fills.

Create a Rubber Stamp Effect
Just because you switched to digital scrap booking, you don't have to give up your beloved stamps! In Artisan, you can cre-
ate a stamp out of anyelement.
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1. Select the element for which you want to create a stamp.
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2. From the Insert ribbon,Other Elements section, click .
A copyof the selected element appears and the Rubber Stamp pane opens.

3. Choose your desired stamp options from the Rubber Stamp pane.

Stamp
Option Description

Style
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Stamp
Option Description

Color

Threshol-
d and
Coverage
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Stamp
Option Description

Pattern

Create a Calendar
You can add amonthly calendar to a page in your project. See "Working with Calendars" on page 235 for details on insert-
ing and formatting a calendar.
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CHAPTER 5Working with Text

This chapter contains the following topics:

Working with Text 254

Working with a Text Box 255

Working with a Text Path 259

Create the Text Path 260

Adjust the Text Path 265

Working with Fancy Alphabet Sets 266

How to Use a Fancy Alphabet Set 267

Working with Shapes and Text 271

How to Place an Image Inside Text 272
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Working with Text
The calligrapher in you will love the text tools in Artisan 5. This version takesplaying with fonts to another level. A large col-
lection of font styles comewith Artisan, andmore can be added, similar to embellishment and papers. The sky is the limit!

Things that you can do with text in your projects include:

Insert a text boxanywhere on a page (see "Working with a Text Box" on the facing page)

Create a path for text to "follow along" (see"Working with a Text Path" on page 259)

Use predefined font sets from art kits (see "Working with FancyAlphabet Sets" on page 266)

Create a text outline (see "Working with Shapesand Text" on page 271)

Fill a shape with text (see "Working with Shapesand Text" on page 271)

Note: Artisan 5 introducesa Font Manager which allowsyou to categorize your font styles so that you can
browse quickly for just the right font. SeeManaging Fonts in theContent Manager Section for more inform-
ation.
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Working with a Text Box
You can add an empty text box to a page, then either type text or paste from your clipboard. You can also change the font
style, format the text, and set a default font.

To insert a text box, follow these steps:

1. Click in the Text section of the Insert Ribbon.
A text box is placed in the center of the page.

2. ClickCreate to accept the size and shape of the box.
The text box is ready to customize.

Note: You can change the size, shape, position, and even the fill of the text boxat any time after you create it,
so don't worry if it is not just right.

3. Click the center of the text box to "open" it for typing.
Ablinking cursor appears, and text formatting optionsare displayed in the right panel.
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4. ClickOK to place your finished text on the page.

Note: You can edit your text at any time. To do so, youmust activate the text box first. Just point to one of the
linesof text and click to select the whole text box. Then click again to get the blinking cursor and the Text panel
with the Font and Layout options.With existing text, any changes require first selecting the text you want to
change—similar to your word processor.
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Note: You can also resize the text box so that linesof text can be grouped or broken appropriately by clicking
and dragging the handlesof the selected text box. Move the text by clicking and dragging on a line of text while
the text box is not in edit mode.
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Working with a Text Path
A text path is a just as it sounds, a path that the text will follow. You can draw paths that swerve and loop, or straight ones
that lead to a photo or shape on your page. Or use a text path asa fun divider if you havemultiple photoson the page. The
possibilities are endless!
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Create the Text Path
Follow these steps to create a text path:

1. Click in the Text section of the Insert Ribbon.
The drop-downmenu appears, allowing you to choose a straight or curved path.

2. ClickStraight or Curved text path.
Themouse pointer turns into a cross-hair for drawing.

3. Click and drag the cross hair to make the line or curve on the page.
The line appears asdrawnwith round handlespositioned at increments for adjusting later.

Note: Drawing text paths takesa few tries to get the hang of it—especially the curvyones. Unless you are
steady-handed with themouse, youmayend up with some choppy linesat first. If this happens, you can cancel
the line and try again. Or you can use the path points to adjust the curves later.

4. ClickCreate.
The line appears asa shape on your page and it is already selected for the next step.
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5. Double-click the line shape to add text.
The text boxopenswith a blinking cursor for typing and the Font panel appears to the right.

6. Type or paste your text and choose your font formats.
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7. ClickCreate.
The text path is placed on the page.

Note: You can edit or format your text at any time. To do so, youmust activate the text path first. Just point to
the path and click to select it. Then click again to get the blinking cursor and the Text panelwith the Font options.
With existing text, any changes require first selecting the text you want to change—similar to your word pro-
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cessor.
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Adjust the Text Path
You can adjust your text path at any time. You can rotate it, stretch or shrink it, or make changes to the line or curve the text
follows.

Follow these steps to adjust the text path:

1. Click the text path to activate it.

2. Make adjustments as follows:

3. Clickanywhere on the page to deselect the text path and view your changes.
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Working with Fancy Alphabet Sets
Not only do you havemanyWindows fonts available, but with Artisan you can import Fancyalphabet sets. Alphabet sets
are professionally designed bya digital artist and add a unique one-of-a-kind touch to your page. Mixing andmatching
alphabet sets on the same page providesendlesspossibilities tomake your project evenmore special.

These alphabet sets can be purchased and downloaded from the online store. Each alphabet set is downloaded asaCom-
mercial Art Kit and can then be used in anyproject for any text string (e.g., names, quotes, familymottos). For more inform-
ation about downloading andmanaging Art Kits, see "How to Purchase and Download an Art Kit" on page 79.
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How to Use a Fancy Alphabet Set
To use an alphabet set that you have alreadydownloaded and imported into Artisan, follow these steps:

1. Open the page that you want to insert text.

2. Click the Insert ribbon, then .
TheCreate FancyText dialog boxappears.
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3. Click the Fancy Text drop-downmenu.
The Select Content dialog boxappears.
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4. Navigate to the folder under Commercial Art Kits that contains the desired alphabet set.
A sample of the alphabet set is displayed.

5. Select the displayed sample, then clickSelect Content.
The text sample is displayed in the Create FancyText dialog box.
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6. Click inside theEnter the text... boxand type the desired text and clickCreate.
The typed text is created on the page in the alphabet set you chose.

Note: Once the text is placed, Artisan treats it like an image or element. You can resize it and reposition it by
clicking and dragging with your mouse. However, you cannot edit the string of text.
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Working with Shapes and Text
Text and shapeshave a solid relationship in Artisan 5 (pun intended). Both are flexible and can be placed inside one
another.

Text can be placed inside a shape on your page:

Shapesor images can be placed inside text on your page:
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How to Place an Image Inside Text
To place an image inside text, follow these steps:

1. Open the target page in your workspace.

2. Select the Insert ribbon and click .
The shape optionsopen on the panel to the right of your workspace.

3. Click the Text Box on the right panel and type the desired text.
The preview on the workspace displays the typed text.
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4. Click the Font drop-down boxand scroll and select a font.
The font is applied to the preview text.

Note: You can applybold, italicsor underline formats to any font.

5. Click the Fill drop-down box, and choose a fill type from the list.
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Fill Description

Solid
Color

Allowsyou to choose a solid color from the Color Picker (see "Using the Color Picker" on page 180 for more
information).

Gradi-
ent
Color

Allowsyou to choose colors to blend as they fill (see "Working with Colors and Fills" on page 168 for more
information).

From
Art Kit

Allowsyou to choose an element or paper from one of your art kits to fill the text (see "Working with Colors
and Fills" on page 168 for more information).
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Fill Description

From
My
Com-
puter

Allowsyou to choose an image or photo from your computer to fill the text.

Paste Allowsyou to paste an image that you copied onto theWindowsClipboard.

Note: When choosing an image or photo FromArt Kit or FromMyComputer, you will be prompted with the
Cutting Board dialog box. Use theCutting Board to move and size your text to frame the part of photo you
want just so.
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CHAPTER 6Completing a Project

This chapter contains the following topics:

Previewing and Printing Your Final Project 278

Compensating for Trimming and Bleed 278

Using the View Ribbon 278

Ordering Your FinalProject 285

How to Print a Page on Your Printer 286

How to Order a Printed Project 287

Quick Steps to Creating a Page 292

Quick Steps to a Photo Book Project 301

NowWhat? 309
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Previewing and Printing Your Final Project
So you created the perfect project. You are proud. Your photosall have the right amount of composition, light and color,
and some of them even have fun filters applied. You found the perfect art kit from the store and used every single paper
and embellishment from it. Your cover looksprofessional. You can't believe what a great project this turned out to be. That
is, until you get it back from the printer.

Compensating for Trimming and Bleed
Asyou design your album pages, keep inmind the printing and trimming process. Each page will be slightly trimmed during
the printing and binding process. This is because of a concept called bleed. Bleed is the term in printing that meansan
image goes right to the edge of the paper when printed. In the scenario above, the calendar image had a bleed. The prob-
lemwith bleeds is that most printers do not have the capability to print a page with a true bleed—colors running off the
edge of the page. Therefore, white marginsare left along the edgesand are trimmed off to allow the colors to go right to
the edge.When printersmake this compensation for a bleed, inevitably part of the image gets lost in the trim.

Using the View Ribbon
Artisan equips you with aView ribbon which allowsyou to Preview your pagesas theywould lookwhen printed tomake
sure no elements are cut off, and conversely, no white marginsappear.
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Option Description

Displays the entire page in the workspace, including anyelements that are outside the workspace page
bounds. This is the default view whenworking on a project.
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Option Description

Displays the entire page in the workspace, including anyelements that are outside the page printing or
binding threshold.
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Option Description

Shows the printed or printed and bound page. Use this view to determine if you have anyelements that
will get cut off in the finished project.
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Option Description

Shows facing page spreadswith trimsand bookbindings. You can choose to see the facing pagesbound
together or spread apart.
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Option Description
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Option Description

Shows the pageswith standard binding aswell as lay flat binding. Note that more of the facing edgesare
visible with the lay flat option.
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Option Description

Allowsyou to view your page in 90-degree rotations.

Note: The Trim view (with binding) is themost helpful of the views. This view will save you frustration, as it
showsyou just what to expect from the printer on every page.

Ordering Your Final Project
Once you have checked all your pagesandmade anynecessary adjustments, it's finally time to print. You can print your
pagesmanually (providing you have a working printer) or you can order them printed professionally. Of course, the advant-
age to professional printing is that generally the print ismade on a high-quality commercial printer. Also, your photo books
will be professionally bound.
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How to Print a Page on Your Printer
1. While viewing the page/project you want to print, click the Filemenu, thenPrint.

The Print window appearswith options.
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2. Follow the instructions in the diagram below to complete your print job.

How to Order a Printed Project
1. While viewing the page/project you want to print, click the Filemenu, thenOrder.

TheOrder window appearswith options, based on your project type.
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2. Select the desired print order option and clickSelect.
If printing a book, the binding optionsdialog boxappears.
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3. Select your binding preference, and clickSelect.
TheOrder Preview window appearswith a statuson generating your preview.

Note: This processmay take a fewminutes, depending on your project size and Internet speed.

Note: Once the preview is finished generating, it may reveal potential errors at the bottom of the window.

You can click on each line to jump to the page containing the error, and choose to correct or ignore.
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4. Once the preview is finished, you can page through your project for a final check.

5. If all looksgood, click to check the return policy statement, then clickContinue.
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6. ClickOK to upload your project to the Forever Print Shop.
The Forever Print Shop login window appears.

Note: Follow the prompts to either log into the shop with your existing account, or create a new one. You will
then be prompted through the payment process.
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Quick Steps to Creating a Page
Again, creating a project in Artisan is a piece of cake—and a quick one at that since it is just a page. Youmaydecide to build
just a page if you are creating a greeting card or a page for a physical scrapbook.

To keep with the baking analogy (asdescribed in "QuickSteps to a Photo BookProject" on page 301), before you click, just
like following a recipe, it iswise to gather your ingredients (even if you aremaking just a piece of cake)! Browse through
your photosand decide on a topic. Maybe you want to document an event or moment. Make a note of the folder on your
hard drive where your photosare stored. Youmayeven have set up a special folder that contains all the photos you want
to use (e.g.,C:\MyDocuments\Photos\2015\Natalie_16_Birthday).

Here are the basic steps for building a page project in Artisan:

1. LaunchArtisan.
AStart dialog boxappears asking if you want to launch in BasicMode or AdvancedMode.
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2. ClickBasic Mode (later, you can find for more information on Basic and Advancedmodes, see ).
The ArtisanWelcome Page appears.
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3. ClickCreate a New Project.
The ProjectWizard window appears asking you if you would like to create a project or page.

4. ClickPage.
The following dialog boxappears to confirm that you want a single page versusa bookproject.
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5. ClickOK.
The Page Size stepsdisplays.
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6. Follow the instructionson the following diagram to complete this step.

Your new page appears and is ready for content.
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7. From the Insert ribbon,Photos section, click .
An empty frame is placed in the center of your page, ready tomove and size.

Note: Placing a frame on your page before you insert photoshasmanyadvantages. See Working with
FramesandMats for more information.

8. Make sure the frame is still selected. From the Insert ribbon,Photos section, click , then clickFrommy
computer.
TheGet Imagesdialog boxappears.
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9. Navigate to, and select the photo you want, then clickOpen.
The photo appears in the frame on the page.

Note: Repeat steps7-9 for each photo you want to add to the page.
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Note: Once your photosare added, you can decorate (format) other aspects of the page. See theWhat
Now? section in "QuickSteps to a Photo BookProject" on the facing page for ideason how tomake your page
look fabulous!

Note: The section " Previewing and Printing Your FinalProject" on page 278 covers printing and ordering cop-
ies of your project.
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Quick Steps to a Photo Book Project
It's virtually a piece of cake to create your first photo book in Artisan. All you need besidesArtisan are photos, your ima-
gination. It's ten easy stepsbetween beginning and publishing a project.

But just like learning to bake, you will find yourself gettingmore daring with the ingredients themore you do it! This section
is intended to help you start off simple.With experience,Artisan Help and Forever Support, your projects can increase in
complexity.

Before you click, just like following a recipe, it iswise to gather your ingredients. Browse through your photosand decide on
a topic. Maybe you want to document a special vacation or your child's recent sports season. Make a note of the folder on
your hard drive where your photosare stored. Youmayeven have set up a special folder that contains all the photos you
want to use (e.g.,C:\MyDocuments\Photos\2015\California).

Here are the basic steps for building a photo bookproject in Artisan:

1. LaunchArtisan.
AStart dialog boxappears asking if you want to launch in BasicMode or AdvancedMode.
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2. ClickBasic Mode (later, you can find for more information on Basic and Advancedmodes, see ).
The ArtisanWelcome Page appears.
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3. ClickCreate a New Project.
The ProjectWizard window appears asking you if you would like to create a project or page.

4. ClickProject.
The Forever Print Shop window appearswith Photo Booksalready selected and some book formats to choose
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from.

5. Follow the directions in the diagram below to select your photo bookoptionson thiswindow.
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The Templates step in the Project Wizard displays.
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6. Click to select a template, then clickNext.
The Photos step in the ProjectWizard displays.

7. ClickAdd Photos, then Frommy computer.
TheGet Imagesdialog boxappears.
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8. Navigate to, and select the photos you want to include in your project (use your SHIFT or CTRL keys tomulti-
select), then clickOpen.

Note: Knowing where your photosare stored, per step 1, willmake this step go faster! Also, it maybe
impossible to determine which are your best shots from the thumbnail images in this dialog box. You can always
add all the photos from the folder using your SHIFT key tomulti-select. Then remove the not-so-awesome
shots from your project later.

9. ClickNext.
The next step prompts you to name your photo book.
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10. Type a name in the text box, and clickCreate.
A statusboxappears as you wait for Artisan to complete your project.

Note: Thismay take a fewminutes, depending on the number of photos you chose. Artisan will fill up the tem-
plate with asmanyof the photosaspossible, up to themaximum number of pages (99).

Note: See "NowWhat?" on the facing page for ideason what to do next to your project.
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Now What?
Once your photosare all placed, your project opens to allow you to edit and format your pages.

Basically, you have just created a vanilla cake with no icing or decorations. Here iswhere Artisan gets fun! The following
table providesa "map" of formatting options that you can pursue from here. If you get overwhelmed, it's easy to put your
project awayand come back to it. Happydecorating!
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What You
Can Do What it looks like

Where to
Find Out
More

Place a dec-
orative paper
on a page back-
ground

"Working
with Col-
ors and
Fills" on
page 168

Create and styl-
ize captions for
photos

"Working
with a
Text Box"
on
page 255
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What You
Can Do What it looks like

Where to
Find Out
More

Adjust photos
(zoom, crop,
swap out)

"Working
with Pho-
tos and
Images"
on
page 100

Add amat to a
photo

Working
with
Frames
andMats
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What You
Can Do What it looks like

Where to
Find Out
More

Add embel-
lishments to a
page

"Working
with Ele-
ments" on
page 167

Draw shapes
on a page

"Working
with
Shapes"
on
page 186
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What You
Can Do What it looks like

Where to
Find Out
More

Use fancy
alpha sets for
titles or quotes

"Working
with
Fancy
Alphabet
Sets" on
page 266

Apply cool cuts
to your photos

"Working
with Cuts"
on
page 195
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What You
Can Do What it looks like

Where to
Find Out
More

Add artsy filters
to your photos

"Applying
Filters" on
page 143

Getmore stuff
and organize it
like a pro

"How to
Purchase
and Down-
load an
Art Kit" on
page 79

Note: Remember to browse Artisan Help for other interesting features. Also, search for Artisan on Pinterest
for ideas from other users like you!
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Note: The section " Previewing and Printing Your FinalProject" on page 278 covers printing and ordering cop-
ies of your project.
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